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SCHOOLS OPENED certnfihicaudreesirta deredfosucnhoolt,h:ct) there
was an average of 40 scholars 'to
each room. Of course there are
many more in some rooms and some
.4 The First Day's Attendance less in others, but the average Wasthat figure. Where there ate rooms
crowded they will be taken from and
scholars placed elsewhere if possible,
while those not having enough will












Though Three Teachers Were Sick
and One Absent, the Schools
Started Off Well.
'ME ROOMS OPENED WITH
AVERAGE OF so SCHOLARS
Yesterday morning the public
schools of the city started off their
fall and winter term and had a good
attendance, the total number of
scholar entering for the course be-
ing 2,772, of which 2,045 were white
and 727 colored. This is considered
a fairly good start, and to this total
number of ptcdils there will be. con-
siderable of an addition in the next
few days as ali the children du not
get entered the opening day.
• The reports of the principals to
Superintendent Lie!) showed that the
following number of scholars were at
tending each building: MkKinley,
151; Franklin, 320; Lee, 397; Long-
leakow, 224; Jefferson, 344; Washing-
ton, 709: Lincoln, 366, and Garfield,
361. This shows that the linaliest
attendance is at the new McKinley
building of Mechanicsburg. This
structure was all right yesterday for
the little ones to enter their studies
inside thereof, and what link work
there remains yet for the carpenters
do complete the place can be done
after school hours and the little ones
relieved of being disturbed as they
would if the finishing touches were
put on during study hours
Absent Teachers.
Miss Margaret Acker was sick and
linable to be at her kora. Others at
that building placed the children, is-
sued their entrance cards and attend-
ed to everything, therefore no substi-
tute was neoessary. If she is not able
to take to her tuties today someone
else will be placed temperiarly in
-charge.
Miss Blanche Ingram, the substi-
tute, itok charge yesterday of the
room of Miss Aubrey Taylor, at the
PlicKirdey building, orp account of the
sickness 'of the latter.
Miss Emma Morgan, the English
teacher at the high school, took
Prof. Suggs room at the Franklin
buibding. to remain in charge until
the latter returns from Madisonville,
where he is convalescing from his
recent attack of illness. No Engliah
will be taught this week.
Miss Emma Acker has not yet re-
turned from the Portland, Oregon,
expositien, but as her work is de-
partmental work, it can he divided
between the other department instruc
tors indil she gets here. She is ex-
pected today or tomorrow.
Miss Edna Barnett, the sixth grade
teacher at the Washington building,
has asirieed %urn Arkansas, but thr
state quarantmeheld her back several
days, so she did not get here in time
to take the examinations each instruc
tor has to undergo before they are
pet-twitted 'to take a place in the
schciele She goes through these ex-
aminations todtedaed if her Percent-ate shows she is qualified for the
plice she takes charge of the room
s 14/sttside Al the atiElve reacher, ev-
ery other. roe was in her or his re-
spectivto place and started thinga off
all right
The State Off.
Yesterday morning the pupils all
aseemIrled at their respective build-
ings at 8:30 o'clock and after being
drtered were dismissed about to
o'clock so they coutd come down in-
to the city and purchase the books
th'ey needed. Ideeless to state the
'book dealers did a landseeffice busi-
ness, as large crowds remained in the
eitabliehments until last night buy-
ing the books.
dIn the afternoon the children came
I'd school again, but remained rally
44. an hone or two, dories/ which time
their studie.s were laid out for them
today. They were dismissed this
time until this morning when they
return at the usual opening hour,
take to their studies and remain un-
til the regular closing time. All the
little ones seem to be entering tern
their coming work with enthusiont
and 'eagerness and prospects are for
a very fruitful scholastic year.
Average Atiendance.
ir Siderinteradent yeeterday after
Ihe fifferent bitiMin* repots were
madit to hint showing litany.
NATIVE OF JEFFERSONVILLE.
W M. Bowman, of Eddyville, Dies
of Heart Failure.
Kuttawa, Ky., Sept. te—Williant
Milton Bowman, of the firm of Bow-
man & Catlett, of Edelyvilie, Ky.,
died early yesterday of heart failure.
He had been in failing health for sead
eral months and had spent severat
days at Dawson Springs a fesso-4
weeks ago.
Mr. Bowman was born in Jeffertedi
ville, Id., February 7, 183t. He was
the son of Hanson Bowman and
Mary Ann Applegate Bowman, both
of whom died when he was very
small. After the death of his par-
ents he made his home with 
Ps
grandfather, Aaron Applegate, utstil
he reached manhood. He engaged
in merchandising with James Lester
in 1855, and through all the interven-
ing years he has pursued that avoca-
tion.
Mr. Bowman's great aunt, Betsy
Ross, made the first American flag.
Frtias EYES WITH PEPPIW
Sterling, Ill., Sept. lt.—In an at-
tempt to commit suicide, Mess ilea-
sie Lum of Morrison filled her eyes
with cayenne pepper and turned on
the gas in her bedroom. When res-
cued the pepper had blinded her for





Structure Will Be Very Handsome
and Perpetuate Memory of the
Noble Women.
Dr. D. G. :Murrell is preparing to
call ameeting sometime this week of
the committee that has in charge the
question of raising funds for erection
on the Carnegie library lawn of
handeadne shine monument that in
be put up in memory of the loyalty
of the wowien of rhis city to • the
Southern cause during the Civil was.
The physician is the chairman of the
covariance that was selected some
weeks ago, hut all the members have
been so busy with different private
matters that they have not had time
to 'hold a meeting before now, and
thoroughly outline their work which
will be meshed off to the successful
culmination that will cap their efforts,
judging from the encouragement and
support being lent from all sides, not
Only with individual efforts, but
monetary subscriptions. Many have
already asked permission to subscribe
land, to the amount to be rased, but
all are being held off until the com-
mittee begins going around after the
donations, actively.
The project is being advanced, by
the James T. Walbert camp of Con-
federate veterans of this city and
the .r idea ie to erect about a Stem
monument that will be a credit to the
town in addition to' inemory of the
true and loyal Southern women who
unfinchingly faced everything feet. the
cause during the trying conflict.... •
Mir. Miirrell will decide in a day or
two just when he will call the -wr•-,
mince together and outline Wwiiit'
work.
MINISTER REMAINS.
Rev. Rogers Clark Will Continue His
Pastorship at Mayfield.
Sunday at Mayfield Rey. Ri4prrs
Clark. of the Christian church there,
withdrew his resignation, which hi
had tendered with the object of mov-
ing to Salt Lake City, Utah, and ac-
cepting a cad to take charge of a
large church there. The congregation
at Mayfield made such urgency pres-
sure to bear imorv him, that the rev-
erend gentleman withdrew his esiIg-
nation and announced from his Pulpit
Sunday that he would remain at the
capital of Graves county.
He is one of the most able,
ed and hardest workers in thit
for the good cadge, and his determin-
ation to remain. is the source of ;leech
joy for the Mayfield people. Since
he took charge of the church there
throe years age there have been ,.co
additiqpit made to the members-hip
CONFIRMEDIAPPROVES REPORT
LEASE OF T. C. TO THE I. C.
DECLARED A CER-
. dTAIN GO.
Announced in New York and Cor-
roborated by Those High in
Authority of Road.
New York, Sept. it.—The Tennes-
see Central Railrcad company is
about to be leased to the Illinois C,en
tral and the Southern, says the Com-
mercial 'this morning. The deal is to
become effective within three months,
dhe line to be divided between the
two systems named, thus affording
each of them an entrance into Nash-
ville, Tenn. The plan provides that
the Nashville Terminal company,
which haa been a separate organiza-
tion under the parent company, is to
be the joint property of the Southern
and the Illinois Central. The organ-
isation of the Nashville Terminal
company will be continued, however,
and the iwo road's will jointly use
and operate the terminals.
The Illinois Central gets only that
portion of the road between Nash-
ville and Hopkinsville, Ky., 85.4 miles
and its portion of the tracks of the
Nashville Terminal. The Southern
is to get alt the eastern division of
rhe main line from Nashville to Har-
riman Junction, 165.8 tniks, and the
forty-seven miles of branch liner, as
well as its portion of the terminals
in Nashville. President Stuyvesant
Fish, of the Illinois General, is not in
town, but an official of the company
confirmed the above statements in ev-
ery popticular, but asked that his
name be not mentioned.
SHOW OF HORSES
MEETYNG HELD LAST NIGHT
TO TALK OVER
MATTER.
Committeemen Chairmen Meet To-
day, While the Ladies Hold
Separate Scanlon.
The promoters of the horse show
dime is to be given next month held
a meeting last evening at the parlors
lof The Palmer, and remained there
in conference for an hour or two
telkang over things in general and
getting them preparations outlined.
for the attraction that promises to
be one of the most successful attrac-
tions ever given in this city for
years gone by, A number of ladies
met with the gentlemen and their
deep interest and good suggestions
*how they are entering the project
with enthusiasm and intend doing
everything possible to make it a
110v.+ng success like results from all
the things they bend their utmost ef-
forts towards.
Much was done during the meeting
towards the end desired, and on ad-
journment it was decided to have a
season this afternoon or tonight of
the chatinen of the respective com-
mittees that have charge of arrange-
ments. Today each of these will, be
notified whether the meeting will be
held in the afternoon or evening.
Mrs. James Rudy, chairman of the
lathes cdtrimittee, will call that body
together some evening or afternoon
this weik and they outline and dis-
cuss the part they are to take in the
promotion. They hold their gather-
ing by themselves, and then some-
time the last of the week another
igeneral conference of ladies and gen-
oemen both will be held to make re-
ports of progress attained.
The show is to be given Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, October
17, 18 and 19.
PLACES BIG WHEAT ORDERS.
United Kingdom Buys ts,000,000
Bushels From Farmers.
Seattle, Waeh., Sept. te-dA lead-
ing miller estimates that California
will use 6,coo,00o bushels of Wash-
ington wheat this year. He also
states that orders for approximately
15,000,000 bushels have been received
from the United Kingdom. The pees
ent harvest in Washington is estimat-
ed at 35,000,000 bushels.
IKE TOO MUCH FOR HIM.
vennvorth, Kam. Sept.
harp* an Brim', an inmate of the
Leavenwvorth Soldiers' Home, a vet-
Company H, Fourth Ohio in-
and who recently fell heir to
by the death of an uncle in,
has died soddenly of heart
in a hotel here.
PRESIDENT PASSES ON PUB-
LIC PRINTING INVESTI-
GATION.
Wives of Two Union.OfikizIs Found
to Be Stockhialciere in
Lanston Come:toed
Oyster Bay, L. I., Sept. it.—Presi-
dent Roosevelt lies made public the
report of the Keep commission on its
recent investigation of affairs in the
government ptinting office at Wash-
ington. The inquiry was made by
special direction of the president on
acoount of a protest which he had
received from officials of the Mer-
genthaler Typeseting Machine com-
pany against the award of a contract
by P.nbld Printer Frank W. Palmer
to the Lanston Monotype company
for seventy-two machines of its
make.
By order of the president the con-
tract with the Lanston company was
held up until an investigation could
be nde with the view of ascertaining
ssthether the charges of favoritism and
corruption in the letting of the con-
tract were substantially founded.
'As heretofore chronicled the presi-
dent decided, after an examination of
the Keep report, that the contract for
the Lanston machines should stand.
The Keep commissior reported that
if the contract could be set aside,
"slush a course would be desirable,"
although the commission states ex-
pressly that "no corruption payment
or promise passe from the Lanston
Mlonotype company to the public
printer or to any person in the gov-
ernment service."
It was developed by the investiga-
tion, however, that two important as-
sistant; of the public printer were in-
directly interested in the Lanston
company "their wives being stock-
holders therein." The cornrreisseen
shows that a fair and imp:7nel test
of the Lanston and Mergenthaler ma-
chines was not made, and reports
that the purchase of so large a num-
ber of Langton machines was "im-
provideet." end indicated "great par-
ttdity and bias on the part of the
public printer." The commission re-
gards the purchase as "rnaladminstra-
tion."
The Irepart of the commission is
vohnaleatis, containing about 16.000
word*. Accompanying it is a mem-
orandum by President Roosevelt, in
which he approves the report, except
as to the dispasinem of the contract
for the Lannon machines, which he





Charles Cook Charged With Adultery
With Mrs. Maggie Breed-
love.
Just because he did not want an-
other dark hued man to talk to his
wife, John Pickett, colored, is now,
languishing in the City Hall bastile,
with a hole through his leg to remind
him of the remonstrance he put in to
the attentions of the other to his
better half. The mats who handled
the shooting iron with such accuracy
is Joe McClure who ie still at large.
McClore *as standing at Ninth
and Washington streets talking to
Pickett's; wife, when the husband
walked up and protested. Tbs
brought on words that resulted in
McClure pulling his gun and shoot-
ing Pickett through the right kg
just above the knee. The bullet went
alt the way through and Pickett was
locked tip, While McClure skipped out
and is !dill at large. Officers Potter
and Gors"eux arrested Pickett.
Downfall Of Couple.
Fickledese Won part of the wife,
and aesiduity with his love- making
proclivities has caused Lineman
Charles E. Cook of the Cumberland
Telephone company, and Mrs. Maggie
Bredlove, to fell by the way side, and
as result Cook is now in jail. He is
charged with adultery.
Sunday night T. W. Breedlove, hus-
band of the woman, and Wint Mit-
chell her father, arrived from Louis-
ville and informed Detective Moore
auel Baker that Cook had eloped with
the former's; wife, while boarding at
their house, and the husband and
father traced them to Cincinnati, then
here. The detectives found Cook at
Eighth and 'Harrison streets yester-
day at work. He then informed the
authorities that be sent 'Mlrs. Breed-
love home last Sunday, two weeks
FELL DYING AT HIS FEET
Louisville, Ky., Sept. tr.—Mrs.
Irene Cohn, wife of Charles Cohn, a
grocery proprietor, committed suicide
yesterday at her home, 8o6 West
Walnut street. She 'had been accused
by her husband of wrong doing,
which he admitted. He told her
divorce was the only tMutr pore(151
Leaving the house he returned a short
time later just in time to have his
wife fail dying it ihie feet. She had
taken carbolic acid. She left a note
beggihg forgiveness. She was 26 years
old.
BUTCHERS KICK
CLAIM THAT PEDDLARS SELL
MEAT NOT WHOLE-
SOME,
The Matter Will Be Laid Before the
Municipal Authorities and Re-
lief Asked.
The butchers of the city are pro-
testing against the practice lieidg car-
ried on by other parties of peddling
meat around over the streets of the
city of Paducah. The butchers have
gotten up a petition which they will
present to the council at its session
next Monday night, and which is as
follows:
Paducah, Ky., Sept. co. loos.
To the Honorable M'ayor and Gen-
eral. Council, City of Paducah,
Kentucky.
Gentlemen:—We, the undersigned
butchers of the city, request that you
take some measure to stop the ped-
dling of meat on the street. It in-
terferes with us very materially, and
we feel like that we are the larg-
est license payers in the city, and
that we 'should be protected; also the
meat sold on the streets is not in-
spected by your meat inspector, and
sernetimes these people sell meat
that Ma been. killed by railroads or
by trees falling on them, and the
meat is not wholesome.
Please give us rel'ef as soon as
possible, and greatly oblige,
Respectfully.
It will be seen by the petition that
the butchers claim meat disposed of
in this manner is not wholesome, nei-
ther has it been examined by the con-
stituted inspector, therefore, sale of
same is in direct violation of the law,
if it is proven the inspection is not
made.
Lots of poets would be flattered
to death to get even a penny for their
thought!.
The whole world loves a lover, just
as it sympathizes with all rainbow
gold chasers.
•
after whey got here, during Which THE MOUNT CASE
time they Stopped at the Sebree home
on Sixth and Madison streets.
This Couple Colored.
Allie Hodge and Warner Thomp-
son, co!ored, were arrested last even-
ng by Officers Potter and Gourieux
on dee charge of adultery.
Fight It Out.
T. Ms. Iludepeth and Wa!ter Huds-
peth, white, were arrested yesterday
afternoon of Officers Rogers and
Johnson on the charge of threatning
the life of John Iseman at the latter's
wagon yard on Second and Washing-
ton streets. They had gee. there for
something, and raising a racket, pull-
ed their knives and threatened the
other, but no 'harm was done.
AIRSHIP RACE ENS IN DRAW
Los Angeles Sees First Contest of
the Kind in America.
Los Angeles, Cat, Sept. it.—The
first airshp race sailed in America oc-
curred here Monday afternoon when
Alva Reynolds' Man Angel No 2 sail-
ed against Wordin Trombly's Bullet.
The craft were scheduled to sail over
a thirty-mile course and return, but
failed to make the return trip,
although fulfilling all other condi-
tions as to altitude and maneuvering.
The Bullet is an immense machine,
seventy-five feet long by fifty-five feet
,wide, and is propelled in the same
manner as the Baldwin-Knabenshue
airship and is guided with a rudder.
The Man Angel is a tiny craft, one-
third of the dimensions of the Bullet.
It is propelled by ihandiaars. The
Bullet attained an elevation of 9,000
feet and lost its rudder, which in-
terfered with the maneuvers, but the
ship sailed on its course. The Man
Angel attached an elevation of 3,000
feet, responded perfectly to attempts
at maneuvering and sailed to its
course. 'Nieither whip returned ac-
cording to conditions and this causes
the judges to declare the race a draw.
The Man Angel would have won the
decision had it returned over the
course, as its maneuver responses to
the conditions of the race were other-
wise complied with.




The Grand Jury Returned Another




Willis Mounde case was yesterday
in the circuit court continued until
next Monday, at which time it wilt be
taken up and some dspoaition made
of same. It was set for trial yester-
day, but when called the accused
put in an affidavit asking for a post-
ponemnt until the next term of court
epon the ground that several of his
witneeses could not be here right
now. The court after looking over
the affidavit continued the proceed-
ing until next Monday, at which
time be will decide whether a contin-
uance until the December session
shall be given, or whether a trial
shall be entered into immediateby.
Between now and next Monday the
accused is to try and get his witness-
es here. The absent witnesses Mount
enumerates in his afffdavit are John
Whitnell, Jack .Walker, Robert Car-
lin, Henry Sparks. it .J. Bugg, Har-
ed Braden, Arthur Pryor, Will
Bishop and Ed Cox.
'As to Whitnell the affidavit says it
can be proven by him that he was
the last one to leave the gambling
room above The Stag the right of
the killing, and that he was in there
when the shooting occurred, lent had
his back turned to Mount and Nutty
and did not see the firing.
As to Jack Walker, Mount con-
tends in his sworn statement that
Nutty, the victim, told Walker at the
Klondike saloon early the night of
the killing that he, Nutty, was look-
ing for Mount and intended to kill
him. Walker came and acquainted
Msount with these facts, so claims
'the prisoner.
e4corTht affidavit claims that Robertlin will swear that Nutty re-
marked he was looking for Mount to
kill him. This was several hours be-
fore the shooting.
Mount in his statement further as-
serest that Harry Braden wild testify
that be saw Nutty start to pull a gun
in the gambling room that night to
shoot Mount.
For these reasons the accused claim
ed he wanted the postponement un-
til the next Seri mof court. Mount also
claims that Nutty told Will Biahop
he Was going to kill Mount, and that
Bishop came to Mount. and told him
of this fact.
Batch of Indictments.
The largest bundle of indictments
handed in at one time by the grand
jury since being empaneled was that
of yesterday,dehen seven true bills
were found.
Joe Lewis was 'indicted on the
ground that he cut Hattie Prewitt, by
knocking her in the head with a jug
when they quarreled on Tenth be-
tween Washington street and Ken-
tucky avenue. This case was set
down for trial today.
Several weeks ago Well Fold col-
ored, shot Jqhn Cobbs', a half witted
darky, out about the Maxon Mill sec-
tion of the county, as result of a
falling out they had about a pair of
gloves. The grand jury brought in
an indicement charging Fox with ma-
I.cious shooting, and the proceeding
was set for trial on the 8th day, which
is today.
Several weeks ago .dhe establish-
ment of August Denker was broken
into and cigars, tobacco, whiskey and
other things stolen. Percy Williams
and William Mberis were charged
with the offense, and indictmepts to
this effect brought in. The case
went down for trial next Monday.
They are charged with housebreaking.
For next Saturday was set for trial
indictment brought in against James
Taylor, Who is charged with stealing
the bicycle of 'William Smith and
selling same to Lawrence Cleaves.
One night last week Jesse Cham-
bers Howard got into a difficulty
over some Money matters; while out
serenading and Chambers cut How-
ard. This resulted in an indictment
charging malicious cutting, and the
matter set' down for trial today.
Walter Sullivan claims that Dennis_
Reed stole his bicycle and sold it to
Henry Rondeau for $2.25. For this
Reed was indicted for obtaining
money under fake pretenses, as he








Now Officers of Various Big Com-





That the secrets of the insurance
business as condaicted by America's
great companies—the inside workings,
ways and policies that have heretofore
heen spoken of only within the four
walls of the directors' meeting-rooms
—will be revealed in full to the pub-
lic was plain at the end of Thursday's
session of the 'legislative life insur-
ance .investigating committee in this
Some remarkable frank acknowl-
edgments by Frederick Cromwell, the
treasurer of the Mutual Life, were one
of the features of the day's testimony.
Mr. Cromwell] told how officers of
his company added to their incomes
by investing :n securities and after-
ward selling ithese bonds to the com-
pany.
The affairs of the Equitable Life as
surance society and the Mutual Life
Insurance cempany held the attention
.of the legislative investigating com-
mittee throughout the day. Nothing
particularly new was developed in
regard to the Equitable society other
than the statement drawn from one
of the officers that the society does
not know the present whereabouts of
Thomas D. Jordan, the former comp-
troller. It was stated that Mr. Jor-
dan was wanted as a witness to ex-
plain the loan of $685,000 made to the
Equitable society by the Mercantile
Trust company. It was also stated
that James H. Hyde, former first
vice-president of the Equitable, later
will be called as a witness before the
committee.
Controls Trust Companies.
The inquiry into the Mutual Life
insurance company was begun. The
testimony drawn from an officer of
the company showed that the Mutual
controls many trust companies,
among them the Morton Trust com-
pany, the Guarantee Trust company,
and the 'United States Mortgage and
Trust company. On deposit with
these compares the insurance cotn-
pany keeps hundreds of thousands of
dollars against which it does not
draw.
It was explained that the prosperity
.of the trust companies meant the
prosperity of the insurance company.
'The instuence deposits draw 2 per
cent interest and trust companies
pay as high as 20 per cent dividends
ehe par value of the stock, or 5
per cent on the market value.
Frederick Cromwell, treasurer of
-the Mutual Life, said the company
'had bought securities from syndicates;
that officers of the company also
bought securities from the syndicates
and received individual profits. by
sewing these bonds to the company.
'He did not see that there any impro-
priety in the officers going into syndi-
cates when the company had gone in
first.
Mr. Cromwell was still on the stand
*hen the committee adjourned until
eomorrove
Alexander Takes Stand.
Wiliam 'Alexander. sec retary of
the 'Equitable Life Assurance society,
was the first witness examined. He
is a brother of former President J.
'W. Alexander.
M. Alexander said the mutualiza-
tion of the Equ table had been pre-
vented by the snit brought by Francis
E. Loyd, a stockholder. He also
tettified to the salaries paid by the
Equitsble and to the fact that the
first vice presidency, iormerly held
by James H. 'Hyde, is now vacant.
It was 'brought out that Mr. Hyde
had bound himself with Mr. Ryan
to return the $2,500,000 paid for the
Equitable stock provided foll dtlivery
was not made at the expiration of
the trust. Mr. Alexander was ques-
tioned as to whereabouts of Thom-
as D. Jordan, formerly comptroller
of the Euqitible. He said he did
not know %%hese Mr. Jordan was.
On the subject of former prices of
Equitable stoek, Mr. Alexander said
the stock had sold at St.000 a sleao:
fifteen years ago. Recently Marcel-
lus Hartley Dodge had told him he
had purchased four shares at more
than $3,00e each. The Hyde stet&
was sold to Mr. Ryan at approxi-
mately $5,000 a share.
Cronrsvell is Questioned.
Questions regarding the relation of
the Mutual Life Insurance company
to the Guarantee Trust company were
asked of Frederick Cromwell, treasu-
rer of the Mutual. He said that ev-
iery member of the finance committee
et the Mutual, with the possible ex-
ception of Mr. Granniss, was s
stockholder in this tryst company.
Mr. Cromwell quoted a transac-
tion in. which the Mutual had pur-
chased several millions of Cuban
bonds, while the Guarantee Trust
company had bought $1,000,o3o
worth. 'Asked why the Mutual did
not purchase all the bones itself
24. .Ctorikwell replied that the asur
41101101PeovelePowlesetinos
auce company did not w isk to as-
sue e a, the respueibAy foe possi-li
bl 9 ...trOfowtir seifl in re-
to questions that the Mutual„
which owned nearly half of the
trust company's stock, would have
lost through any losses to the Guar-
antee Trust company.
"I do not understand," remarked
M. Hughes, "what advantage trust
companies are to the insurance com-
panies."
Herbert H. White, secretary of
the Connecticut Mutual Life Insur-
ance company, gave the salarjes of
the Connecticut Mutual officers as:
President, $12,5no; acting vice-presi-
dent, $1,200; secretary, $7,500, and
treasurer, $5000.
William 'H. Kingley secretary-
treasurer of the Penn Mutual Life
Insurance company, said thit his
company does not permit voting by
proxy.
Witness is Recalled.
Frederick Cromwell was recalled.
He explained that in a syndicate in
which the Matual Life was concern-
ed the insurance company got all of
the profit. If any member of the fi-
nance•committee went into it private-
ly it was through some banking house
and not through the Mutual.
-111t Mutual, —he slid, had 2,000
shares in the Morton Trust com-
pany and keeps a deposit there right
along of $soopoo to $5oo,000, against
which it does not draw. It has, not
been drawn against since 1899. Mr.
Cromwell explained these large de-
posits by -pointing out that on all the
stock the Mutual' Life held it had a
profit of 1.22,000s000 and that its
trust company stock formed a very
large proportion of this. The depos-
its in the trust company helped large-
ly to support the trust company and
they considered they were justified in
maintaining these deposits in order
to assist the prosperity of these com-
panies. He regarded the invest-
ments in trust companies as very
profitable_
Light on Trust Companies.
"Would it be fair to assume that
syndicate transactions are arranged
for the benefit of the managers?" the
witness was asked.
"Without any question," he re-
plied.
"Now what good to you are trust
companies? You are well known .as
holders of large money. You must
have many applications for loans?"
"We don't *hear of the loans we
wish to invest in railroad cipmpanies
and other large transactions."
The Japanese bond issue came up
for specal mention and Mr. Crom-
well said he was in it as well as the
Mutual and with a profit of $25o,000.
He often went into syndicates when
the Mutual had gone in first
"You don't think that after using
your best jodgment on investments
for the Mutual Life in syndicate
transactions there is any improprie-
ty in your making money out of the
same transactions?"
"No."
The United States Mortgage and
Trust company was next taken up.
This company belongs to the Mutual
Life and was obtained at a cost of
$t,665,to0. The company pays 20
per cent on the par value of its
stock and 5 per cent, on its mar-
ket value. Passing on the the Bank
of California, the seemss testified
the Mutual held 5.000 shares of the
nominal value of $513cipoo which had
been purchased at the cost of ;to
%mom
SPREES OF A CENTENARIAN
Said They Were Good for His Con-
stitution.
Louisville, Ky., Sept. it -Merrfitt
Locust, who is dead in Scott countg,
near Georgetown, lived Ins years. He
was married four times and was the
father of thirty children, twenty-foar
of whom are living, the oldest being
86 years 9f age and the yOlingeSt 12.
Me. Locust was a ttralfgate drink-,
er of good whisky, save that about
three times a year he wooed put on
rite blue uniform he wore in
civil war Witt get drunk for a week
or so. He said that such a spree was
good for his constitution. He was an
inveterate smoker.
COUNTY TAXES.
Sheriff Potter and Deputies Quite
Busy Collecting Siune.
The collection of county taxes is
going ahead quite lively at the office
of Sheriff Lee Potter on South Fourth
!street, where he and his deputies are
kept busy each day receipting for the
sumv paid by the many property
owners calling for that purpose. He
has token in many thoweende of -dol-
lars, but the biggest rush will be the
balance of this month as he intends
advertising and placing on the &roe
quent hat everybody who has not
paid their taxes by the first of next
month. The mean, that those get-
ting on the delinquent list, will have
to pay the penalty, else have their
property sold and thereby have ad-
ditional costs heaped upon them.
onui n' s Kidney Troubles
`Lydia E. Pinitham's Vegetable Compound is F..spe-
cially Successful in Curing This Fatal
Disease.
-- Of all the diseases known, with
which wawa are eillicitod, kidney dis-
ease is the mast fatal. In fact, unless
early and covreci treatment is applied,
the weary patient seldom survives.
Being fully 10121215 of this, Mrs. Pink-
ham, early in her weer, gave exhaust-
ive study to therbinct, and in Pro'
clueing her great remedy for woman's
ills — Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound—was careful to see that it
contained the correct combination of
herbs which was sure to control that
fatal disease. vecenaies kidney troubles.
The Vegetable Compound acts in har-
mony with the laws that govern the
entire female system, and while there
are many so milled remedies for kidney
troubles, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-
table Compelled is the only one espe-
cially prepared for women, and thou-
sands have been cured of serious kidney
derangements by it. Derangemente of
the feminize °roma quickly affect the
kidneys, sae a woman has such
symptomsas pain or weight in the
loins. backache, bearing down pains,
urine too frequent, scanty or high col-
ored, produelaw.ocalding or burning,
or depwisits likelek dust in it; un-
usual thirst, swelnagof hands and feet.
swelling under the eyes or sharp pains
in the back musing down the inside
of her groin, she may be sure her kid-
neys are affected and should lose no
time in combating the dimmer with
Lydia E. Pink's Vegetable Com-
pound, the woman's remedy for wo-
man's ills.
The following letters show how
marvelously imociessful it is.
LydiaL PlAbliWs %beak Coomil • a Illoors lloomb ter Womat les•
are. Samuel Pinks, of Prospect
Plains, N. J., writes:
Deer Mrs. PtakbALDs—
I cannot thenk you enough for whoa Lydia
IL Pinkhattes Vegetable Compound has dose
for me. When I int wrtoe to you I hod it
fared far years with what the doctor 
oe 
My back ached all the I
suffered so with that
kideey trouble sad ot the womb.
ooskt hardly walk across** room. I did est
gel any better, so decided tesim7scleaterlag
with my physician ated take Lydia R. risk-
ham's Vegetable Oomposed I am thank-
ful to my it his eatirely mired ma hie ell
faY own **ark here no mats backache and
all the bad sympeonss lave dkappeared.
I cannot praise your medicine esosii=t;
weld advise all women aufertng with
trouble te try it
Mrs. J. W. Lang, of 636 Third Ave-
nue, New York, writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkhain—
trouble. My back ached all the timeltdi
I have been a great sufferer with
was discouraged. I beard tkat Lydia Z.
Pinkhent's Vegetable Compoued would core
kidney disease, and I began to take it; and it
has cured me when everything aim had failed.
I have recommended it to low of people and
they ell praise it very highly
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing In-
vitation.
Women suffering from kidney
trouble, or any form of female weak-
ness are invited to promptly oommuni-
caW with Mrs. Pinkham. at Lynn,
Maas. Out of the great volume of ex-
perience which she has to draw from,
it is more than likely she has the very
knowledge that will help your case.






Nine Persons Killed and More Than
Thirty Injured—Incident in
New York.
New York, Sept. it.—Nine per-
sons were killed and more than thirty
injured in the derailment of an ele-
vated railroad train at Fifty-third
street and Ninth avenue teday.
The train was a south-bound Ninth
avenue local, and should have con-
tinued on the straight track, ini.tead
of being switched to the curve, by
which Sixth avenue trains proceeded
on Fifty-third street from Ninth ave-
new to Sixth avenue. A sixth avenue
train thad just ;Sassed arid the switch
to the curve was open. Owing to
this open switch the firt,t car of the
Ninth avenue train took the switch,
just barely slaying on the rails, and
turned into Fifty-third street instead
of going down Ninth avenue. The
switchman, it is, alleged, when ke saw
the blonder, turned the switch back
again as if to. send the train on the
straight track down Ninth avenue. As
SOO* as this was done the traun was
wrecked.
The first car got around the turn,
but the second car, owing to the
switch being changed, was thrown
off the track.
It fell into the street, turning com-
pletely over and landing upside down.
The fourth car and fifth car also
left the rails, but did not fall to the
street. The fourth car struck with
terrific foece against the building at
the southwest corner of Ninth avenue
and rested against the fire escapes.
Policeman Edward Morgan, who
was injured, wai. standing beneath
the structure when the accident hap-
pened. He leaped when he heard the
erieh overhead mit escaped ea
"I turned around and saw the car
coming to the street," he said. "It
fell with a crash on itsaforward end.
The people were jammed, forward,
holding to the straps and mixed up
together.
"When the sidoe broke out they
were scattered all over the street.
These were the lucky on e-s. Those
who could not get out were the worstThe last half of the city taxes, that
are paid to City Treasurer Dorian, de injured.
"I sew there was awful work ahead,not have to be paid tint tli helsaR
so ran to Fifty-first street and turn-not have to Ise paid until the last of
this year. After that date the pen_ ed in an alarm. Then, I sent in a
call for all the ambulances and aakerl
for police reserves. As I ran back
But They Don't. I called for help from wagon!' of all
a fair world —'tvi•ould be the Sorts. When got beck the street
other way was strewn with injured people. We
lifted them'into grocery wagons.If men meant all the compliments
they pay trucks, anything handy, and hurried
And girls meant all the metin things them to Roosevelt hospital.
alty goes on.
\ • that they say! „mug 110 _ "When the firessen came tbey, be-
siestsesmisis.
gan dragging people out of the car.
The further down they got into the
mass c4 humanity the slower the
work became and the more serious
were the- wounds of those rescued.
Finally axes had to be used to get
the people from under the wreckage.
At that ,stage they began to pull out
the dead. The excitement among
those in the derailed cars on the
structure, as they realized what had
happened, became intense."
Motormen Paul Kelly, address un-
known, and C. A Jakinson, the
switchman on duty at Fifty-third
street and Ninth avenue, have disap-




Johnny—I jest can't remember
them blamed hisery dates, How do
you do it, Bill?
Bill—It's dead easy. Why, if it's
1804, fer instance, I jist remember
the time when de Giants beat de
Athletics 18 to 4.
DIFFERENT SCHOOLS.
The Kindergarten and Mrs. Dorian's
School Started Yesterday.
The kindergarten of Mrs. Stuart
started yesterday with an excellent
attends:tic:. of a large number of little
folks.
Mix John J. Dorian, of South
Fourth street, abse started her school
yesterday, with many upon the mem-
bership roll.
The new profeswor for the Lone
Oak college has not yet arrived from
Nashville, Tenn., to take charge, but
expected daily.
Mrs. Edna Hogan Died.
Mrs. Edna Boyd Hogan died yes-
terday morning at Folsomdale, of
typhoid fever. She was a sister of A
E. Boyd of this city, was 38 years of
age, and bt6tee her husband, heft
two cheldren7-
REEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of %wore," has moved from
408 Broadway to 109 South Fourth
street fred front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
ers.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone 196, 413o 1-2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry not Air Baths given when in.
diestA atrial*
CLEANLINESS
is a necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apartment or 'dressing chamber
with a snowy white, one-piece
"Shasidater Porcelain Enameled Lava-
tory and have running hot and cold
water as desired at your touch.
We have samples in our showroom




Do you want a first class job by an
expert jwakman? if you do take
it to
John J. Bleich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
+++++.44.+++++.+44.4444•••
I J E. COULSON,
1. LUMBING...
Steam and Not Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduo4h, Kentuck.^..
Capital and Surplus $188,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRI&
N. W. VAN CULTS CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety bozos in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to $10 par year 112 to Dun. You carry your owe
key and DO one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern botel is now open:under a new
milaagement. for guests at. the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATIKING PLACE
Very best. accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. Se Co.,




For Vaults, Monuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET IIIC TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteois Marble, Granite I Stole Works




Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones • r
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
..01•M• 
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - - Residence Phone 726























































































A. B SCHLITZBAUM GOT ONE
YEAR IN THE PENI-
TENTIARY.
Stole While Shipping Clerk of Shoe
Factory—More Charges Yet
Overhanging Him
Marc hat William McCullom,
Kuttawa, was in the city yesterday
on business and while here said that
A. B. Schlitzbaum had been given
one year in the penitentiary upon the
charge of stealing shoes from the
factory in the branch penitentiary at
Eddyville, while he was shipping
clerk in that prison department dur-
ing last year when he was serving
time for embezzling money from the
American Express company when
agent for the concern at Fordsville,
Ky. There are yet two other charges
for theft of shoes friam the prison,
and Scyitzbaurn will be tried for
them as soon as he serves his term
for the first conviction.
Schlitzhaum was agent for the ex-
press ocrinpaoy at Fordsville when
there came up the famous case
where Bostner claimed $28,000 he ex-
pressed through the company was
atolen. It proved an: attempt to
swindlelhe company, and Schlitz-
baum, who avas in with Boatner, got
one year in the pen, while the other
came clear.
While serving hi, time Schlitz-
baum was made clerk of the ohoe fac
tory inside the liaison walls, and dur-
ing that period shipped out footgear
to confederates outside the peniten-
tiary, and in that manner stole !sun-
dry& of pairs. This was not discov-
ered until after he finished his term.
.-1Cr 
Itatqbal McCuWom located him at
V4 Portland. Oregon, several weeks ago,
brought him back, and now he gets
one year for the first charge of shoe
stealing, and as he shipped (sea the
footgear three different times two
more bills hang over his head for
trial when there is finished by him
the first term given. He is one of




MEDICAL SOCIETY HOLDS THE
CLOSING RURAL SESSION
TOMORROW.




Tomorrow at Lone Oak, four miles
out in the county, the McCracken
Counly Medical society bolds the
last of its out-of-door se -ions that
preaail during the warm steamer
months. At that time arrangements
will be made for the winter series
held in the city during the period of
cold weather. The body meets
monthly during the summer and ev-
ery other week during the winter.
National Meet
The Red Men are still holding
their national meet at Nashville,
Tenn., but the Paducah delegates will
be home today c T tomorrow. This
state is represented by Mr. Melvin
Na'aljerstein, of Paducah, while Mr.
Louis Reboot is also attending, he




The hoard of directors for the Ma-
sonic and Odet Fellows Building com-
pany held a meeting last evening at
the Fraternity 'building and disposed
of barainess of a nature private to
the public.
Finance Board.
The finance committee and board
of truatees for the Order of Eagles
met last evening at the B. Weille
clothing establiAment, and went over
about Um) worth of acoounts that
will be presented for allowance at the
regular session to be held tomorrow
evening by the full lodge at their as-
sembly ball on North Fourth street.
—Subscribe for the Register.
BADLY .SCARED BY
Samuel Nfehaffey played the role of
• ghost with several others while fish-
ing in Micbgan and Kirk Lucas, a
member of the party, was the vic-
tim. His death nearly resulted from
sheer fright.
For several nights the Marion men
slept in an old mill, wh'eh was !mid
Coming Comin A BIT OF CURRENTFICTION.
 asisimsamininalliala
Very Low Rates
Extremely bow rates are announc-
Announced. via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
I John Rich, the millionaire, put ed via the Southern railway fromdown his paddle with a grunt. His points on its lines for the folllosiellogface wrinkled like that of a bawl ng special occathe ereat babe. He rubbed his enormous stom-, Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National"Can it be appendicitis?" he asked congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
himself, timidly. "It's on that side." Rates for the above occasion open




eddNlfe gonanra nain, to the s pubic.
points from 
Ticketsfau will be sis, od toonarker, flhiriusernent co aLitadk emhaodueseli.ke mad  the
• , 
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
1 Young ,Doctor Hart and Helen
'Adair were seated in a hammock to-
gether, for they were bearothed.
! "If I only had a thousand dollars,"




"Patience!" he grumbled. "I've
been practicing a year now, and my'
average earnings are but seven cents
a day. But for mother, I would—"
Bzz—za—zz. It was an automobile.
From it leaped Gaston, the French
chauffeur. He was very pale.
"Come at once, Doctor Hart," he
said. "At the Mountain Lake house
Monsieur Rich suffers acutely. Per-
haps in his appendix."
Since Helen Adair had never rid-
den in an automobile before, she
now begged leave to accompany her
betrothed. Gaston acceded to this
wish, and the three tore smoothly
away in the great French car. Bzz—
zz--zt
will furnish attractions for
Ike Paducah Traveling Men's Club Carnival
September 25 to 30, incluoive
14 BIG ATTRACTIONS I
FOR EVERYBODY, AGE CUTS NO FIGURE. THE LARGEST AND BEST AMUSEMENT AGGRE-
GATION IN THE COUNTRY. WATCH FOR THE FAMOUS "SUNFLOWER SPECIAL" BAND
CONCERTS TWICE DAILY BY THE BEST MILITARY BAND ON THE ROAD. DOWN THE IN-
TERESTING MORAL PIKE YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH THE TRAINED WILD ANIMAL
ARENA; EVERY ANIMAL AN ACTOR; SUBDUED BY THE IRON WILL OF THEIR TRAINERS




FEATURING DAINTY, DETERMINED DEMONA LOOPING THE LOOP IN A HOLLOW BALL.
HERE ALSO WILL BE PRESENTED DARE DEVIL SMITHSON LEAPING THE GAP; THE
WHIRLING WHEELERS; ALBERTO, THE HUMAN SNAKE; THE RANDALL BROS., EXPERT
RIFLE SHOTS: THE VELARE TRIO. WORLD'S FAMOUS ACROBATS;MARDINE AND DENMAR,
EQUILIBRISTS
THE KATZENJAMMER KASTLE. A DESPONDENCY .DISPELLER OF THE IRRESISTIBLE
KIND MAKES THE OLD FEEL YOUNG AND THE YOUNG FEEL GAY
THE ALPS—BEAUTIFUL IN ITS RARITY, ENCHANTING IN ITS LOVELINESS
CREATION—THE MOST SUBLIME SPECTACLE EVER PRESENTED. WITHOUT EXCEP-
TION THE GRANDEST PRODUCTION EVER ATTEMPTED UNDER CANVAS
PEGGY FROM PARIS—ONE OF THE SIX BIG HITS ON THE PIKE AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
GRAND, GORGEOUS, GLITTERING, GLORIOUS SEE PEGGY
HOW OLD IS ANN—SEE HER YOURSELF YOU WILL LAUGH AT ANN
THE PALACE OF MIRTH—EVERY MOVE YOU MAKE, EVERY STEP YOU TAKE—LAUGH.
WU CHING MA—THE SMALLEST CHINAMAN IN THE WORLD.
THE ELECTRIC THEATRE—SHOWING THE MOST SENSATIONAL PICTURES EVER REPRO-
DUCED BY ELECRICITY
TAKE A RIDE ON PARKER'S FAMOUS FOUR HORSE ABREAST CARRY-US-ALL HEAR
THE $to,000 ORCHEITTRION PLAY THE LATEST AIRS. TAKE A RIDE IN THE FARRIS WHEEL
AND GET OFF THE EARTH. THE AMERICAN VILLAGE WILL BE A NOCBJECT OF INTEREST
TO EVERY ONE ENTERING THE GROUNDS. AND THE OLD COUNTRY STORE WILL FURNISH
AMUSEMENT FOR ALL NOT A DULL MOMENT SOMETHING GOING ON ALL CHE TIME.
Don't forget the Date--
Septembo 25 to 30, 111C111811V
RATES ON ALL RAILROADS.
American Village.WATCH FOR LADY 'with the Charity club to take chargeThe carnival people have arranged
of the American Inn that will dis-
place the German village usually con-
HANDSOME PRIZE TO MOST ducted during carnivals. The club
POPULAR LADY OF will be given fifty per cent of the
CITY, proceeds, ivirale the carnival promo-
ters furnish everything. Lunches, soft
drinka, etc., will be served there, and
American Inn in Charge of Charity there run a place that can be visited
Club During the Carnival— by anyone without fear.
Mr. Morris Here.
A feature of the coming cariiival of
the Traveling Men's club and one
that will in all probabilitity prove a
cidecily interesting will be a vot-
fria ,contest for the most popular
young lady in Paducah. The voting
will begin Tuesday indrisittg, the 12th,
and close Wednesday evening, the
27th, at to p. m. at the carnival
grounds. Ballot boxes will be locat-
ed at the following places:
Stutz's, "The Columbia", B. Weille
& Son, McPlierson's drug store, Wal-
lerstein Bros., Smith & Nagel's drug
store, Thompson's drug store.
Votes will be one Cent each. En-
velopes will be furnished those desir-
ing •o vote. Place money in envelop
and write on the envelope the amount
correspomaing with the number of
votes cast and the name of the
"GHOST" 
young lady for whom the votes are
cast. '[lie foregoing must be strictly
Members of Fishing Party Made 
adhered to, as votes will not be
Victim of Joke. 
counted unless the name and amount
Marion, 0., Sept. sr.—Ex-Mayor 
has been written on the envelop. The
young lady rec •ving the largest
number of votes •11 receive a hand-
some gold watch. Presentation of
watch to the winner *111 be made in
the big Roman coliseum, Tborschay
evening, the 28th.
Vote early and often for the
young lady of your ctioice. Bulletins
to be haunted. There was nothing will be posted fthowing the standing
doing from the spirit world the first of the contestants.
night and some of the members of
the party decided to act in the capac- Advertising Man Here.
ity of ghosts. Mr. Morris, the advertising man-
Frank 'Hunts'man was let into the ager for the Parker Carnival corn-
joke and he anti Lucas were left Parly. ,has arrived here to remain sev-
alone in the mill on the night of the eral weeks booming the coming festi-
planned ghost visit. Ival that will be given the last of, this
Luesa collapsed from fright, the month by the traveling men. He is
ng neeet..one of the leading men in that line
rous con- over the country, and promises not
Ionly good crowds for the entertain-ment, but attractions ale° that cannot
egister. be excelled.
services of a physician be
eery. He is still in a dan
TOO a West for The
Contributions.
Contributions have already com-
menced coming in from the mer-
chants for the American Inn and
prospects ace that it wiW be liberally
COLLEGE BODY
MEETING BE HELD THIS AF-
TERNOON BY CObt•
MITTEE .
Gentlemen in Charge Want to Close
Everything Up Before Making
Public That Site.
The Methosirst college question for
this city is gradually being gotten
into shape, and yesterday Chair-donated to from all sides. Those do- man Harry C. Rhodes, of the citizensnating were Great Pacific Tea and committee, that has the project inCoffee company, A. M. Leavison, hand, issued a call for the other mem-Coca Cola company, Louis Clerk, H. ors of his body to meet this after-J. Heinz company and Milton noon at 3 o'clock at the office ofSanchez. Charley Wheeler, on the top floorEverybody :having donations to of the Fraternity building, for put-make to the Inn can notify either prow of again hearing reports fromMiss Comic Grundy, secretary of the the several sub-committees that areCharity club, or Mr. Sam Hecht, of busy with the undertaking. This
will be the first gathering of the
committeemen for several weeks, they
How to Rest. having been engaged during theirTo understand how to rest is of spare moments in getting negotiationsmore importance than to know how closed for the site that will be offer-to work. The latter can be learned red the people to loeate here the b:gif one will give one's mind to it, but institution. The financial end of the' 
,
the former is an art some people proposition also has been cared fornever acquire. Rest necessitates and is being judicously and stir-change of scene and activities. Loung- cuessfully pushed.
ing is very often tiring; sleeping is The committee does not want tonot always restful, and sitting down state where their sites are and howwith nothing to do is simply to in- thingsare negot sting until every-vitae weariness, says Woman's Life, thing is closad. Their object in pur-
A change is needed to bring into suing this course is to prevent any
play a different set of faculties and l of the outside towns that are fighting
to d irect the thoughts into a new i for the college also from knowing
channel. The man or woman who is just what is being done here.
weary with care finds relief in active
employment with freedom from re-
sponsibility. The brain worker gen-
erally finds the best rest in playing
hare.. It is quite a mistake always
to expect to find it in" idleness.
the Carnival company.
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting lines
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P.
Louisvilis, Ky.
G. B. ALL. A. G. P. A.. St.
LOU* r,
Young Doctor Hart bent over old
John Rich.
"It is the appendix, sir," he said.
"An acute case."
John Rich shuddered with horror
"Appendicitis?" he gasped.
"Yes, and nothing but an immed-
iate operation can save you. I have
an assistant with me. The cost of
operating would be one thousand dol-
lars. Tao you consent?"
"I—well, you see—"
"In two hours you will be beyond
human aid, sir."
"Oh, doctor! Then I .consenf."
Doctor Hart sought Helen Adair
below.
"Dear, you must help me," he said.
"You must etherize for me. I am
going to operate on John Rich. Your
work wiW not be difficult, will not
be beyond you."
"I will be proud and glad to help
you," sad the devoted Helen.
IV.
On a table John Rich lay on his
back. His stomach resembled a
snow mountain. Helen Adair held a
white cone, the ether cone, over his
face. Doctor Hart, with needle and
thread and knife, ollerated. Rich did
not suffer. He was unconscous.
"Helen, we'll get a thousand dol-
lars for this."
"Thank Heaven!"
The young surgeon whistled cheer-




Mb's. Wiggs (looking at the hearse
whieh -is about to take her fifth to
his last resting place)—But I didn't'
order alt these expensive plumes.
Undertaker—No, mum. We throw
those in on consideration of your be-
ing such a regular customer, Mrs.
Wins.
He Made a Mistake.
"Prisoner at the bar," sad his Hon-
or., "you have been tried and convict-
ed of the crime of burglary. Have
you anything to say why. sentence
should not be passf.d on you?"
"It was a mistake, your Honor."
"How do you mean?"
"Why, I figured it out that burglary
would bring me in more money than
being connected with a big life insur-
ance company, and so I went into it.
I've been at it a year and lost at least
aacs000 as compared with the other.
Please take this into consideratioaa in
sentenc•ng m7."—Washington Star.'
1111
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Doctor and Mrs. Henry Hart were
on their wedding journey. They sat
in the drawing-room of a train. The
Rockies were visible in the distance.
"Helen," said Doctor Hart, "old
John Rich didn't really have appen-
dicitis. He had only a stomach
ache."
"Why, Henry! And you cut out
the poor man's appendix!"
The young physician answered
with a laugh. "Indeed I didn't. I
simply made a little slit in his stom-
ach—the slit that begins the appen-
deals operation—and then I sewed
him up again."
"But won't he ever know?"
"The only way he could ever know
would be to have himself opened and
cut nearly in half to see whether the
appendix was still there are not."
"He won't do that, will he?"
"Scarcely."
"Henry, you villain!"
"Bat the thousand, Helen!"
She smiled. She repeated softly,





too Room Motel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
CO'ked0DATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING. AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS 01'PAMU8Z-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
CAUGHT BY COMPAR-
ING WRITING.
Walton, Ky., Sept. it —C. F. Hog-
sett, former cashier of the Tobacco
Growera' bank of Orittenden, Ky.,
who %rote an alleged objectionable
letter in regard to Miss Maggie Val-
landingham to Bernard Myers, of
Paducah, Ky., signed a libel in the
presence of a notary today. Hog-
sett was caught by Postoffice In-
spector Spears by comparing the
writng in the bank books with the
unsigned _letter sent ot Myers. The
letter was placed in the hands of the
federal authorities by Myers, who is
soon to marry Miss Vallandingham.
He stated that upon the signing of
the I bel he was willing to drop the
prosecution, so far as he was con-
cerned, though if summoned he will
appear before the United States
court.
BIG STATE PARK PLANNED




St. Paul., ,Minn., Sept. 11.—A
mammoth forestry and fish and game
reserve, to be under the supervison
of the state forestry hoard, is pro-
posed to be established in the vicin-
ity of Lake Le Croix and Crooked
lake, in the northern part of St. Louis
and Lake counties. The tract covers
about ao,000 acres and contains some
of the finest scenery in the north-
west.
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 29 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,







EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building.
Phon roar Red.
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, zoo
Nort hFifih, Both Phone 355.
Residence lost Clay, Old Phone 1693
S. W. Arnold
toe real estate agents, has St7s.00urth of city property for sale and








Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone s88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to g a. m.; ito 3 p. m., 7 to 9 p. m.
H.T. Rivers, MO D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES












At Register Building, 523 Eroadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
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One Week  to
Anyone failing to receive this paper
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Tuesday Morning, Sept. 12, 1905.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The Register is authorized to 
an-
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a
candidate for Coroner of McCrack-
en county, subject to any action 
of
the Democratic County Committee.
Election November, I9o5.
I.
This is lovers' season, the seaso
n
of the harvest moon. If the 
skies
will only clear the populace ge
nerally
as well as the lovers can 
appreciate
the beawitiful moonlight nights.
The Tartars art Kurds, who 
seem
to be about as fiendisb as the abo
rig-
i inese eaf Africa, continue to m
urder
the .Armenians and destroy their
.town. The atrocities credited to
_these inhuman raiders are blood curd-
ling almost beyond credence.
• 
Chicago is threatened with another
strike which becomes of mor
e than
local interest. Sunday four 
thousand
freight handlers gave the 
railroads
forty-eight hours in which to 
give
them an increase of wages, t
he ulti-
matum beirig a strike if the dem
and is
refused. The strike is regar
ded as
probable, the railroads not being dis-
posed to meet the demand.
The cables say that Norway and
Sweden are nearer fighting now o
ver
'their separation than ever before
.
Seemingly it will take the cool heads
of the two countries to keep down
a clash at arms which would be m
ore
damaging than beneficial, of course.
The outlook is very di,couraging to
the peace element which had to work
overtime recently to stop the war in
the far East.
In spite of denials it seems to be
settled that the I. C. R. R. is going
into Nashville over the Tennessee
Central road via Hopkinsville. The
I. C. therefore is about to accomplish
a desire of marry years, and the peo-
ple of the entire line have as much
cause for coagratulations as the man
agement of the great system named.
Every mile 'of road the I. C. adds to
system * mutually of good to
the patrons of the road and the road
it -elf.
There are some prospects of an-
other war in the far East. Cbina is
preparing to make a demand on both
Japan and Russia for damages to
4property and lives through the invas-
;ran of and fighting in Manchuria, and
if either country makes a eettkment
at all it means war between China
and the .country which fails to pay
the demands. This may be a premat
sire prediction,' but it is one which
promises to prove prophetic.
The deniocratic committee of Ten-
nessee has called a state primary to
name a candidate for United States
senator for next May and also a pri-
mary to name a governor for the
same month, placing the two primar-
ies fourteen days apart. The sena-
torial primary it a new departure in
Tennessee and is discussed pro and
con by the people of the state, the
press in particular, but the party
committee has spoken and the faith-
ful will obey. These two canvasses
have practically opened in the state
and are already warming, up and
each promises to be red hot ere next
May.
Royal Arch Masons.
Annual meeting Tuesday, Sept. 12,
at 8 p. m. Election of officers. Ev-
ery member requested to he present.





WAR BETWEEN NORWAY AND
SWEDEN WAS NEVER
NEARER.
Suspension of Negotiations Indicates
Dead-Lock on Question of Fort-
ificationa_on Emptier 
Christiana, Sept. in—War between
Norway and Sweden was never near-
er since the beginning of the dis-
union-movement than it is now. The
situation is highly critical. De sus-
pension of the negotiations at Karl-
stad denotes a deadlock on the ques-
tion of frontier fortifications. Swe-
den demands not only that the forti-
fications actually on the frontier be
destroyed, but that the old historic
stronghold;- Fort Kongsyinger, eigh-
teen miles from 'the frontier, the key
to the defense of Christiana on the
east, be sacrificed.
During the negotiations Sweden
has been incessantly mobilizing
troops. Seventy thousand Swedish
soldiers are being massed at stragetic
points along all the railways leading
to the frontier. The whole Sweedish
fleet is assembled at Bohus, near
Christiana Fjord. The Swedish jingo
press urges 'that war be declared
against Norway in spite of the riks-
tag's conditions of separation. Simi-
lar pressure is being brought to bear
upon the government by military lead
ers of the war party.
The Norwegian cabinet has not
broken off the conference with Swe-
den, and is debating the possibility of
making concessions in the interest of
peace. The Norwegian people, how-
ever, would consider the razing of old
Fort Kongsvioger an intolerable hu-
miliation.
SHAFTING HERE
HARDY BUGGY COWANY NOW
IN SHAPE TO START
MONDAY.
Hawkins Brothers Opened Their Es-
tablishment Yesterday—No Word
From Wheel Factory.
The line shafting Mr the Hardy
Buggy company, arr(ved yesterday
from New Jersey, and is now being
unloaded for installation in the build-
ing at Ninth and Harrison streets.
Everything has been all ready for
business at the plant, pending arriv-al
of the shafting whoch was delayed
considerable during transit. It will
be in position by the last of the week,
and operations commenced next
Monday.
President John Hardy of the com-
pany, went to Tennessee last night on
business, and comes back in a day
or two.
Confectionary Opening.
Mensrs Hawkin brothers last even-
ing had their opening for the estab-
lishment they have started on Bored-
way where the Warren and Warren
jewelry more formerly stood beside
The Palmer. A large crowd was
there to attend the affar which start-
ed a first clan 'house of its kind.
Good Business Man.
The Bradford (Pa.) Star has the
following to state in a recent issue
'regarding the departure from that
city of Mar. George Hollander, who
comes to Paducann to be manager of
the ladies tailoring establinhinent to
be opened on Broadway between
Third and Fourth street by Lee
Levy:
"George Hollander, for the past
two years manager of the S. Auer-
/raim suit and cloak department, left
this morning for Cleveland, where he
has accepted a substantial positron
with H. Black & Co., the manufac-
ttrrers of the famous Wooltex gar-
ments. Mr. Hollander leaves Brad-
ford ant% regret, and it is with the
siame feeling that the many friends
he made in this on}, bade him fare-
well. He keened to like Bradford
withoin any effort, and Beadford re-
ciprocated his regard. The Star joins
Mr /Tinny other -Bradford- friends4.-
wishing hirr. prosperity. He is a keen
young business man and ohould be
successful in his new and improved
position."
Telephone Company Sold.
The transfer of The People's Inde-
pendent Telephone company was
made yesterday, hut it has to be ap-
proved by Judge Walter Evans, of
the Federal court, who 'maintains
headiquartere at Louisville. 'The plant
was bought in yesterday for $8o,000
by the E. L. Barbour company, the
largest independent telephone opera-
tor* of America, who have organiz-
-nd The Paducah Home Telephone
company, under which head the inde-
pendent plant will hereafter be con-
ducted. The transfer was made
blitough the courts in order to legal-
ize sale, as tbie -had to be none before
the outstanding bonds of the old
company could be taken up. The
plant is appraised at $118,000 and
just as soon ae Judge Evans' approves
of the sale, which he has to do, the
new eorrapany will commence making
extensive improvement* to the sys-
tent n Mr. Barbour is now in the thy.•




INI1V -VOU SHOULD TAKE
WINE#CARD I
Wine of C.ardul is a rand medicine, b a powerfuTtonic that is uiirlvatted in its success in
'the treatment of the diseases peculiar to women.
Over 1,500,000 suffering women have been cured of troubles that ordinarily are thought to
require the expensive treatment of specialists, simply by taking this great woman's tonic..
Wine of C.ardui recommends itself to modest women of moderate means, because it can be
taken in the privacy of the home without submittini to a humiliating local examination and
subsequent dangerous treatment.
The treatment is not costly and every sufferer can afford it.
If you arc a victim of female weakness in any form Wine of C.ardul is the medicine that you
should take and you cannot afford to kw any time in starting the treatment. Your trouble
Is ever growing worse—never better.
Wine of C.ardui never fails to benefit even chronic troubles of the most serious nature, and in
nine out of ten cases it brings an absolute cum. 1,500,000 cured women endorse Wine of Cardui.
You should take Wine of Carclui. Ask your druggist for it today.
POLICE POWER
ASSISTANT SEAMON OF THE
CHAINGANG GRANTED
AUTHORITY.
Joint Ordinance Committee Postpon-
ed Meeting Until Friday Night—
Work on Storm Sewer.
The police and fire commissioners
met last evening, but there was noth-
ing before them so they adjourned in
about five minutes ante coining to-
gether. The only thing transpiring
was to grant 'solace powers to Henry
Seamon, the assistant overseer of the
city lockup chaingang.
The joint ordinance COMM ttee of
the city legislative boards intended to
have a meeting last evening at .tfie
City Hall for the purpose of going
over a number of °renames that
ire he presented for adoptiori by the
full boards next week. Different
things kept several of the members
away last night, though, emir those
there adjourned the meeting over un-
til next Fn:day evening at 8 onlotk.
One ordinance is that renewtng the
franchise held by the ()Wen brotsers
for operation between this ity.
Brookport and the frinont , sof
their ferryboat Betfie They
present grant expires this month,
and the ordinance for renewal of
same was before the aldermen last
week, but some Sawn existed in
same, and it was referred bark for
revision by the committee. There are
several deferred measures to be put
into presentable nhape.
Board of Works.
Several questions of importance are
to come up before the board of pub-
;lie works at their regular weekly ses-
skin tomorrow afternoon.
Excavate On Other Side.
Yesterday morning the laborers be-
gan excavat ng on the north side of
Kentucky avenue for the storm water
sewers that are now going down
along that thoroughfare. The sewer-
age on the opposite side of the thor-
oughfare has been completed, and the
contractors expect to get the remain-
ing side finished by sometime next
week. When they are done, work
will be commenced of laying the
brick streets on the avenue up to
Fourth, and while this is being done
the storm sewers will be put in over
on Jefferson street.
Move Lumber Piles.
Yesterday the Rex factory, in Me-
chanicsburg, moved from Woodward
street the stacks of lumber they
placed out on that public highway in
violation of the law which prevents a
concern from obstructing the public
paesagewayo.
The lumber had been piled so t
hat
_ennin_nsennan._is... with s.afety
on the street and the matter was laid
before the city legislative officers,
who ordered Street Inspector Al
onzo
Enott to see that the 'highway wa
s
cleared of the obstruction. Acting ac-
cordingly the inspector instructed the




Wm. P. Lax, of Calloway County
,
Filed Petition Last Evening.
Last night William I', Lax, Gallo-
way county, filed a petition in bank-
ruptcy with Clerk John R. Puryear,
of the United States court. He gives
$725 liabilities, while the only assets
available are his 82 acres of ground,
store and stock of goods, Which he
values at $600, but claims exemp-
tions on same. .41 • ,
Among his creditors der several
Paducah firms, he owing C. H. Riekt
& Sons i$too, Covinetoti Brothers 8r
company $loo, George;, 0.. Hart &
Son $75, while small atentinte were
Owing to George Liquor
company, and A. 
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and,well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Oran-
iteware, Carpenter: and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leadinc houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt uSoddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
ANNIVERSARY
THE Y. M. C. A. POSTPONED
ONE WEEK THEIR CELE-
BRATION.
Directorate Takes Up This Evening
Many Questions—Mr. Dix Goes
to Louisville.
Postponement of the Young Men's
Christian association anniversary has
become necessary, and the manage-
ment has set over until the 14th that
event which was originally scheduled
for the coming Sabbath. One main
reason for postponing the date wao
in order to have the benefit of the
proceeds from the coming entertain-
ments, vAhen there is hying rendered
on the anniversary statements of the
financial condition of the organiza-
tion. The matinee at non' Kentucky
will be given next Saturday.g(ternoon
by the children, while the *Wing al
Monday, September 18, there will be
presented by the 12des and gentle-
men the cantata "David, The Siffe4-
herd ,Boy." Both these plays will be
great successes, and the net proceeds
will (help swell the report to he made
of the financial standing of the asso-
ciation on the anniversary.
1 Directorate Gathers.This evening at 8 o'clock the board
of directors of the association will
)old their meeting at the headquarter
room's to take up the many matters
accummulating for disposal each
month.
Debating Club.
Next month somenme there will
be organized at the association, the
debating club that will flourish again
the coming winter months like they
have dur:ng the past. This will prac-
tically be-the Only eduenational feature
conducted at the rooms this winter,
but this innitself is sufficieflt for that
especial nne, as is the medipm of
much entertainment and'.1eiiming for
the participants.
. County Secretary Leaves.
Mir. P. C. Dix leaves toinie.At noon
for Louisville, after ttgen.Sng several
days with General Secretary Blake
Godfrey. Mr. D'x is the secretary
for the county work dote over the
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Take the General Appearance
of a great Buck's Range. There never was one
to compare with it. A Biicrs 'is lirrto solidly
and so splendidly that it preseints "a: handsomer
appearance in your kitchen that a* other make
of a range? This picture does not do a Buck's
justice, but when you see it in our store you will
agree with us. Remember, though, that the ap-
pearance is only one point. Any Buck's Range,
Cook Stove or Heater---any cooking or heating ap-








112-116 NORTH FOURTH STREET.
--.••••.,••••••
Lexington, Ky., Sept. pt.—Tobacca
growers from Kentucky, Indiana and
Ohio are 'here to .organize a. Burley
Tobacco Growers' ctimpany, which
proposes to fight the tobacco trust
'for the control of the bnrley nhac-'
ice output tjtis year and i9 the future,. tipuito
•••••••4
Archibald Newlin of Cincinnati, and
W. tt. Astritinit,'. of -Lexington, Ky.,
arc the leaders in financing the con.
They have sold to the sow-
ed a a sufficient amount of










































HER S TH[ CHANC[ FOR YOU
Sale of the Thomas Boswell Property, in Small Plats
for Suburban Homes---an opportunity also to get the
Boswell Home and Eight Acres---Plats only $750---
$150 Cash, balance One, Two and Three Years.
die
This beautiful aufsuran property has been plotte
d off into small plats, suitable for suburban placce3, 
ranging from three to eight acres. The entire plat has been splendidly laid off, streets will be laid out and every
plat will front on a thoroughfare. The price of each plat is on
ly $750—each and every one the same„ payable $150 cash a
nd the balance in one, two and three years. The allottment will be made b wing, the first
number having firat selection, the second 
the second, and so on, and in this way some one will draw the Boswell hom
e place with its eight acres.as any other details given you.
This property is in our hands for sale, and the plot o
f it can be seen at our office or at W. F Minnich'e ii and 12 Truehart buil
ding, as well










Phil Stewart Will Put .Vp Real-
device Constructed Entirely of
- That Material.-
INDr. Phil Stew-art, tA* known
physician, is preparing 40 erect a
residence the like of which does not
exist in this sevioss of the country.
I: is to be constreeted entirely of
concrete wherever-ipossibie.
The home YAM* put up pent John
Sinnott residence, at Ninth and Mn-
roe street., and the physician ex-
pects to expend about $4000 'con-
structing same. The contract for
drawing the plans and specifications
has been awarded Architect 0. D.
Schmidt. The loundation for the
building will be laid this fall, so as to
let it settle def4ng the winter, while
next spring work on the building
proper will be'started.
-.The floors will be of concrete, ceil-
ing of concrete, rafters if possible,
while joist* are sure to be. The porch
is of filre material , as ii also the pil-
lars holding up the porch. The steps
for ihe..insick stairway will be of
this hard material, but naturally the
banietere will have to be wood. The
rcof will be of tiling.
Dr. Stewart sweat to Chicago sty-
': eral weeks ago to get his idea in re-
gaol to he structure, and examined
cinsely a number rf residences of
this character and found they had
proven more than satisfactory. The
wall for the building will be hollow
This keeps cool air circulating around
in the summer time, while during the
• A cold months the place is practically
dr.a airtight and easily kept warm. The
structure will be heated by /sot wa-
ter altogether.
Even the 'mantle-pieces over the
fire places are to be concrete, and in
arehitcct win let no wood
remain in the residence Where Con-
crete can be substituted.
This is the first house of rhos char-
acter ever erected in this portion of
the state, or anywhere near as far as
that is concerned. Some bouses have
been built of material with concrete
formed into hlokks resembling brick,
but thit is to be the Olin concrete
all the way through, with much fan-
cy -wotk as trimmings.
•
at
Give a girl time enough and a hair-
pin, And she w 11 pick the lock to
Paradise.
No man is as evil as his enemy
:.spseicets. 'or As frood as his sweetheart
tames he is
- --••••• 
The recollection of the quality of
our oreacripthana remains long after
the price is loegitten.
HAYES
7th and Broadway. TeL 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free..afL eitatlitt4arerbert in the
city.
Special tP Farmers
We are preparing tErief4yertise in
4 the Northwest, an4if f you want to
sell your farm, list ft with us and we
think we can sell it for ?du. Try us.
S. T. R.ANDLE
-Manager Real Estate Department,
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Bank,
Room 3, Amer.-Ger. Nat. Bank.
CORROBORATIVE
IS THE INSPECTING OF THE T.
C. ROAD BY I. C.
OFFICIALS.
Local Mentions of Various Incidents
and Accidents of Interest •
to Railroad People.
General .gianager I. G. Rawn, As-
sistant Chief Engineer It R. Safford
and Superintendent Harry McCourt,
of Southern lines for the Illinois Celt
tral railroad, pas-ed through here yes
terday morning oni a special train en
route to Hopkinsville to inspect the
terminal there of the Tennessee Cen
tral railroad, which reliable reports
state has been leased by the Illinois
central railroad in order that the lat-
ter road will have a direct line
tlirough this city from St. Loui,.. and
Chicago to Nashville, the latter
place being the terminus for the Ten-
nessee Central in that direetion The
inspection of these people, especially
when they come right after J. T. Har-
ahan and William Harahan visited
Hopkinsville last week, is further cor-
roboration of the leeoe of the T. C.
by the I. C.
Grievance Committee.
Comductor J. K. Burkharn left last
night for Chicago to attend the griev-
ance committee of the conductors
that will be in session at that place
for a week or trafailetttling different
questions coming before them. One
delegate partiSpiaas Item every di-
vision of the road.
ti ;i*f4 1-'")
Sell Railroad Ground.
Mr. Charles Jennings returned yes-
terday mor i fro Chicago where
he went 
and2
nferr with- the Illi-
nois Centre igh o isils regarding
platting off the commons behind the
railroad hospital and selling same.
At first it was thought they would
lay the work over until next spring,
on account of the cold weather, butl
the conference resulted in decisioaC
being erached to k( contracts right
away to run streets through the com-
mons, lay concrete sidewalks and do
as much as possible before the bad
weather arrives. The street will be
So feet wide, while 14 foot grass
plots will exile between the concrete
pavement at the side and graveled
portion of the street. Fourteenth
and Sixteenth streets are already
opened, while Fifteenth strfeet will
be graveled from Jefferson to Clay
streets.
Foot Taken Off.
Chief Surgeon 1). G. Murrell yes-
terday amputated the right foot of
Alonzo Utley, the white tramp who
was stealing a ride aboard the freight
train when there occurred last week
the collision at Mime Tenn. The
limb had been badly fractured at the
ankle and Utley war brought to the
railroad hospital here, where the sur-
geons waited until the last moment
before rutting rif the .foot in the
hope that the menthes cmrld be saved.
Utley sill be laid up at the institu-
tion for many weeks before he is
able to depart.
at Yet In.
The wrecking crew has not yet got-
ten the engines out of the ravine at
the scene of the wreck and brought
them here for repairs, as yesterday
the master mechanic oat& they
were still being worked with and had
not been brought in.
Resting Well.
Surgeon Murrell has about con-
cluded that Engineer J7 T. Arm-
strong is not injured internally, as a
result of being hurt dieing the''smash
up. He contintses, resting very well
at the railroad thge ital, where are
also the severit badly bruised
by the collosion. None have .,yet re-
covered to the extent that thOr dis-
charge is permissable from the insti-
tution.
Hospital Improvements.
Chief Surgeon Murrell is of the
opinion that all the bids will be in
and opened' within the next few days
for the extensive improvements to
be made at the railroad hospital, but
cansot tell whether the contracts will
bc awarded or not, as the proposi-
tions from the contractors may be
too high. If acceptable, the lowest
bidder will be given the work and op
erations started off immediately.
Don't Want Competition.
Reports are that the I. C. is try-
ing to buy the charter for the new
railroad to be built from Mayfield to
Ft. Jefferson, near Wickliffe, Ky.,
and that if the I. C. Makes the deal
the road will not be built. A. B.
Neale and others of Mayfield are be-
hind the new road and foo,000 has
been subscribed for same. The I. C.
does not want the new read built,
and will buy the charter if possible,
so as to keep the line from being
laid and competition opened..
New Night Man.
Mr. H. L. Moore, of Portland,
Oregon, has taken the place of night
ticket agent and telegraph operator
at the Union depot here, succeeding
Ray Frather, who becomes day ticket
agent, vice W. A. Isiustaine, resigned.
Spent Sunday Here.'
Chief Clerk Ben Herring, of the
general agent's office at Memphis,
Tenn.. was in the city Sunday spend-
ing the day.
INVEST MONEY
G. D PALMER ASKS FOR PER-
MISSION THROUGH THE
COURT.
New Road Ordered Opened From
Paducah and Woodville Road to
Cairo Pike.
G. D. Palmer yesterday ITO ,the
county court filed a friendly ex parte
petition asking permission of Judge
Lightfoot for the former to invest
$2,057.50 he has belonging to his
daughter, Gertrude Palmer, whose
guardian the father is, and %hose af-
fairs have to he administered through
the court..
Appraisements of the estates of J.
M. Finley and Brutus Starr were
filed with the court.
The judge ordered that there be
opened the new road wanted leading
from the Paducah and Woodville
road, on a line between W. Stanley
and Vest Bell's places, to a place
near the Catholic church on the Cairo
read.
There was ordered recorded a set-
tlement made by W. F. Bradshaw,
guardian for Lawrence Drennan, and
one made by Felix G. Rudolph, guar-
dian for Edward Johnson.
To lay over until the next term of
court was ordered the settlements
made by J. C. Shelton, administra-
tor for Claud Bazell, and that Of G.
D. Palmer, administrator for Addle
Palmer, and also guardian for Ger-
trude Palmer.
County Clerk's Office.
Mamie Dowell has transferred to
F. M. Mi/burn for $oots, property on
the west side of Fountain avenue.
The deed was lodged for record with
the county clerk.
A. A. Odle bought from E. W.
Whittemore for $250, property on
the north side of Jackson street.
Land out in the county wa sold
to Gus Ruoff by W. H. H. Hough
for $2.000.
Julia Smedley transferred to Frank
Lrvin for $2,100, property on Bur-
nett street. ,
It's a rare fish that is worth the
bait wasted on him.—New Orleans
Picayune,
13IDS, .T00  HIGH
Zit BITILDING COMPANY
• JE-CTED ALL PROPOSI- claimed to Rotxleau that the bike
TIONS. was his when the sale was made.
James Bonds was indicted for oh-
tailing money under false pretenses,
and confessing to the charge, was
given one year in the penitentiary.
He stole aortae brass material from
the old iron furnace at Third and
Norton streets and sold it to Barney
Levitan, by claiming it was his prop-
Yesterday morning the Elks Build- erty. He got seventy-five cents for
ing company held a meeting at the !the stuff.
°Free of Architect 0. D. Schmidt,
icu the top floor of the Fraternity Cases Tried Yesterday.
birifding, and opened the three bids The petit jury brought in a ver-
put in by concerns, proposing the fig-
ure, at which they would construct
the new home the Elics will erect on
North Fifth street beside the post-
office. The members of the company
rejected every bid because they were
considered too high, that is, in excess
of the money the company wants to
put into the proposed structure. All
the bids ranged close around $30,000,
while the Elks do not want to spend
more than $25,000, therefore the
propositions had to be turned doe,
and Elks arrange for another meet g
between Themselves and architect to William Arnold some months ago
give the latter instructions as to al- broke into the house of Charles
ternig the plans so as to eliminate ,Zeiss and stole a shotgun. For th's
some portions of the building provid- he was sent to the prison for one
ed flor in the old drawings, and bring .yeat.
THE MOUNT CASE Denryte
Deadache
powders
(Concluded From First Page.)
P:laiis Will Be Cut So as to Bring
`Cost Within Sum They Want
to Spend.
the cost so it will not exceed $25,000. when
As yet the building company has not the case
decided when they will meet again need, it
with the architect, but this will be
done in a very few days.
This rejection of all bids will have
no tendency to delay the work, be-
2116e the pLans can be cut down and
new bids made out before time for
commencing the building, as the ne-
gro Banks has to tear down the old
TerreH stable now occupying the
ground, before the new home can
be started. Terrell cannot get into
his -sew table until next week and
then it will take Banks about • ten
day-s or two weeks to tear down the
sdietel  a,pidai„ ted structure flow on the
Jurors Excused.
F. E. Metzger was excused from
further service on the petit jury, and
C. G. Babb put in his place.
Th., morn ng at 8 o'clock there Civil Or
ders.
gets out for Gain) the Dick Fowler. In the suit of James 
Feriman
She comes back tonight. against H. P. Hawkins & Son, 
the de-
The Clyde came out of the Ten- fendants wanted to confess j
udgment
nessee river last night and lays here for a Rum lower than the plaintiff is
until 5 o'clock Wednesday afternoon siting for, but Ferriman would 
not
before stripping away on her return consent to this. Ferriman su
es the
tr.p. ;others for money they owe h-
m for
The Burtorff came in Sunday from corn.
Nashville, went to Clarksville yester- There was filed a motion for
 a new
day at noon, and gets back here to- trial by James Vlaho
leas, the con-
morrow morning. She then gets out fectiormr, Who was fined
 $tho for
for Nashville again. whipping his wife.
The Joe Foss-ler went to Evans-
ville yesterday. She comes back to- Actions Instituted.
morrow.
Today the John S. Hopkins comes 
Friebern & Kahn have filed suit in
the circuit court against Ed Pearson.
in from Evansville and the Henry
Harley leaves :n her place. 
the saloonkeeper, for $90.30 claimed
The City of Saltillio passed into the 
due for liquors furnished defendant
i by plaintiff.
Tennessee river. I Covington Bros. & Co. cued George
The City of Savannah leaves St. waii,rise. claime due for
Louis this afternoon and gets Ite-Fe,to-!grcts.crfesd. zt
d. 
morrow night late on her way to thei Sam D. Lowe V/ra sued for a bat-
Tennessee river. n a ce of $33.75 by B. Weille & Son.
The tie boats are nearly all hugging NPargeret Story instituted proceed-
die hank, account the low water and.inge for a divorce from Samuel P
not much is doing in that line. Story, On the ground that he treated
The Ayer-Lord Tie company's local her very cruelly and in an .nrhernan
office shows by dts books that for the manner. They married during Iwo
twelve months preceding the first of at Metropolis and resided together
last'.nionth, their boats brought out for several years. Besides the dis-
hy this city from the Tennessee and solution of their marriage ties she
Cumberland rivers 3,200,000 ties. !wants possessron of their children,
Stages Yesterday. • Rosamond, aged 3 years, and Nolan,
Cairo  :14.4 o.8 fall aged three month,.
Chattanooga   .2.7 0.5 fall There was filed an appeal from the
Cincinnati  • ....8.1 0.4 fall court of Justice Young in the suit of
Evansville  .6.6 0.4 fail Josie Sebastian, alias Florence Pat-
Johnsonville 3  3 0.2 fall ton, against Lucile Thompson. The
Louisville ....3.9 o.1 fall appeal wa, taken by the defendant.
Mt. Carmel .  33 04 faX In the court of the magistrate Flor-
Nadhville 89 0.3 rise ence Patton was awarded possession
Pittsbiwg ....6 7 1.2 fall of her re-sidence on KentuckyAven-
St. Louie . 10.2 0.2 fall 
tie, that occupied by the Thomp-
e woman who runs a bawdy house.
Day's Island Dam —.3.7 1.0
Paducah..............6.a 0.4 fall hut the latter now appeals the case.
diet of "not guilty" in the charge
against George Denny and Zana
Moore, who were accusect of robbing
E. H. Wilson of $40, at a house on
North Eighth street.
One year was given John Jenkins
for hitting Cassie Hughes, negress,
with a flat-iron, after trying to kill
ht.. with an axe.
To the county jai for three months
was sent Wesley Davis alias "Kid"
Davis, who stole some brass from
the yard of the Illinois Central rail-
road here.
there was called yesterday
charging Porter Hart, col-
was continued until next
Monday. He is accused.of shooting
to death Douglas Merriweather, also
colored, while they were going to
their home near Maxon's M II one
night after attending a *Stitt
Set For Tomorrow. •
Tomorrow there is set ior trial the
murder charge against Ed .:Marble,
colored, who is accused' of Itilfing an-
other darky at Eighth and Burnett
streets by beating his head into a
jelly with a fence paling because the
other would not give him money with
which to buy whiskey.
THE RIVER NEWS
Give safe, rrempt ard positive




Mild or severe headaches,
acute or chronic headaches,
sick, nervous or neuralgia head-
aches—any and all headaches








ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-












An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.








ALGERN1ON COLEMAN, M. A.,
HEADMASTER A PREPARA-
TORY SCHOOL FO42 BOYS,
FIRST SESSION BEGINS ABOUT
SEPT. r5TH (DEFINITE AN-
NOUNCEMENT NEXT WEEK.)
TERMS: SIXTY-SIX AND TWO-
THIRDS DOLLARS FOR THE
SESSION. MEMBERS LIMITED.
A FEW VACANCIES IN CLASS-
ES ALREADY FORMED.
FOR THE PRESENT MR.
COLEMAN MAY BE SEEN AT
aoos WEST BROADWAY OR TaG
SOUTH FOURTH STREET.
TELEPHONE 354 AND 43.
Best, Kentucky Lump 1 3 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 1 2 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.)






Penalty Provided for Parents
Guardians Who Fail in
This Duty.
TOTS ROB BANK
DEED ALMOST CAUSES RUN
WHEN FACT BECAME
KNOWN.
or Robbery Planned in Way Creditable
to Older Heads—Was Moat
Daring,
The attention of parents is called
to the truancy law for cities of the
first, second, third and fourth classes
as passed by the lest legislature.
The act provides that the parents
in the cities of the class designated
must see to it that their children be-
tween tie ages of elevert and four-
teen years attend either the public
or some private school for a full
term of six months. The only ex-
cuse which may be offered for the
child not attending the common
schools or the accredited private
schriols is that the child is either
physically or mentally unfit to leave
its home.
The measure further provides that
the board of education must appoint
one person for every three thousand
people under their supervision whose
duty it shall be to examine into all
cases of truancy. Upon finding a
truant the officer must notify the
parent Of guardian of the truant. Up-
on failure of the parent or guardian
to have the child attend school a fine
of not less than five nor more than
ten dollars is assessed for the first
offense and for every offense there-
after a fine of not less than ten nor
more than fifty shall be levied.
The officers are empowered to keep
a record of all truants for the super-
vision of the trustees and the money
secured from the fines goes to the
school fund.
A FEW THOU6HTS ON LIVING.
It isn't the big things of life which
break women down, it is the little
pin-pricks of life, that is the little
worries and disagreeables which
seem almost to fill up her waking
-hours.
These bring ts-rnkled brows and
gray hairs.
Unfortunate:y women will occupy
themselves with small things of
every kind, and think they are very
hardly and unsympathetically treato
cd if any one tries to teach them a
broader philosophy.
They marry and then make moun-
tains out of every little foible of their
husbands.
Some of them think men are only
larger and stronger editions of wo-
men—whereas, they are a totally dif-
ferent kind of animal
If they are untidy and unpunctual
scolding won't change them, though
tact and affection may.
These are disagreeable and annoy-
inb habits, no doubt, but many men
have much worse, so don't make a
trouble of it and worry until you get
thin and miserable just because your
husband hasn't got nice little old-
maidish ways.
When a man is neat he is ten
times neater than any woman that
ever was born, and will go around
putting his wife's hairpins in place or
discovering dust with his pocket-
handkerchief. A most disagreeable
state of affairs. Try and take broad-
er views of everything.
Don't look at small things so se-
riously. Most of these little things
are purely imaginary when you take
them to pieces and sift them out.
Meeting trouble half-way is anoth-
er womanly foible to be grappled
with And conquered.
Some women spend their ,whole
life crossing bridges before they
come to them, - trying to ascend
mountains, which prove molehills, af-
ter all.
This habit of worrying Over small
things and anticipating troubles will
ruin the sweetest nature if indulged
in and make a beauty into a wrin-
kled, sour old woman long before her
time.
No woman feels more misrable
than one who is conscious of being
dressed badly or unsuitably. And it
takes some little time, forethought
and brains to avoid this dilemma.
If women would take half as
much time in putting a thing on as
they do in choosing it, it would be
time well expended.
But who does not know the wo-
man well who has handsome things,
but looks as if they had been put on
her with a pitchfork.
A realty well dressed woman is one
who dresses accordng to her position
age and pocketbook.
Especially should the working wo-
man bear this in mnd. She should
avo'd all "fat lals, fads and "latest"
styles, which only last a moment.
She should always have neat shoes
and gloves, see that her neckwear is
irreproachable and eschew baby rib-
bons and transparent shirtwaists if
she workr,. in an office.
Save all the pretty feminine things
for evenings and holidays, and' then
be as "fluffy" as you like.
But for working hours rely more
on suitabilty and plainness and abso-
lute neatness of your attire. Wear
blouse snits. The separate white
waist is not economy. •
Don't let your skirts sag at the
back or "hike" (who. manufactured
that expression?) up in front.
Do see that your belt is in place
and kept there by belt pins: also,
that no safety pins are in evidence.
Says a Youngstown, O., telegram:
Two young boys, alumcrst infants, aged
6 and 7 years, robbed the First Na-
tional Bank of Niles Friday of $700,
and got away with the money. They
were captured after scattering money
about the streets of the staid old vil-
lage for some time, and when a crowd
of boys had followed them to the
river, where they finally took refuge.
The robbery was well planned and
the president of the bank, William
Harbert, with Judge Thos. I. Gill-
mar, of Vs'arren, sat within a dozen
feet of them when they. made the
bold raid. The other employes of the
bank were at dinner, and they had
chosen a good occasion for their
theft.
turned the trick. One littk fellow
lisped that "The old fellow was in the
next room." He hed seen him
through the glass partition.
"He didn't see us," said the elder
of the two boys.
"I stood on the steps and Clyde
he got the money. He put it in his
pockets and they were too full. The
b us dropped on the street. We got
out the same way we got in. He
said that he was stropping all his
bills and gave me some of his."
A number of boys saw them come
out of the window which faces on
the business street of the little town,
and foilowed them. They were dis-
tributing bills to all who came along.
Ten-dollar bills were the same as ad-
vertising dodgers and the youngsters
gave them out liberally. They were
followed by the boys and were finally
captured by Charles Harr•s and a
newsboy known as "Bili Nye." The
youngsters readily confessed and dis-
gorged the money which they had in
their pockets. It was not half of
what they had taken, though, and it
is said out of $700 vshich was missed
from the bank that but only a part of
it was recovered.
The bank officials absolutely re-
fuse to talk on the situation. They,
with- the people of the city, are keep-
ing a guarded silence. The bank is
the leading one of the city, with a
capitaliaztion of $too,000 and a sur-
plus of $40,000. The stockholders are
the leading people of the town and
are greatly chagrined at the ease with
wbch the bank was robbed.
Don't Talk Too Much.
The best of us talk too much. "The
essence of power is reserve," said a
man who knew.
Many a reputation has been built
on s lence. Many a one is spoiled
through rushing prematurely and vol-
ubly into speech.
It is safe, says the Philadelphia
Bulletin, to be silent when your
words would wound. "Faithful are
the wounds of a friend," says the old
proverb, but one wants to be mighty
sure one's friends needs the wound-
ng and that we are qualified to ad-
minister it.
Keep still when your words will
discourage. It is infinitely better to
he dumb forever than to make one's
fellow-being less able to cope with
lie.
Keep still when your words will in-
cite to anger or discomfort. An in-
credible amount of breath is used in
the evil practice of trying to make
our friends dislike their friends.
Never speak when what you have
to say is merely for the purposes of
exalting yourself.
Shut your lips with a 'key when
you are inspired to babble inconti-
nently of yonrselif—your ailments, ac-
complishments, relations, loves, ha-
treds, hopes and desires. It is only
to the choice, rare friend that one




The young ladies of the Thompson
Dry Goods company invited us in the
other afternoon to drink Lemonade
with them, prefacing the invitation
with She remark that we must say
something nice about them in the
paper. And of course we could not
do otherwise, for they are all, with-
out a single exception, just as nice
and sweet as they can be, and our
only wonder is that they have been
allowed to remain single so long—
and sante 0( them, oh, no 10ngt
tion laws can be. enforced.
"Did you ever hear of the conjuror
who gave a performance in a prohi-
bition town? In the course . of his
entertainment the man needed a pint
STORIES OF THE NOTABLES I
w•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Reginald De Koven, the well-
known composer, was speaking, with
some scorn of a foreign music an
whose productions were not always
o original, as they pretended to be.
"I should like to use this fellow,"
said Mr. De Koven, "as a character
in a comic opera. I would give him
long hair, a velvet coat and a pocket
fiddle, and in the second act I 'would
have him kidnapped by brigands and
hidden away in a remote cavern." •
Mir. De Koven laughed at his odd
fancy and went on:
"Here the brigand chief visits him.
The chief says:
"'From your costume am I to
judge you to be a strolling musician?'
"'Not at all,' is the haughty an-
swer. 'I am a composer.' •
" 'What are your works?' the chief
asks.
"The other enumerates his operas
and the chief says:
"'Sing me an aria from the 'P nk
Stocking" in your best manner.'
"The composer sings the aria and
at its end the brigand chief, rising in
great exciteemnt, orders the shackles
The robbers are Leonard Park, to be stricken from his limbs.
aged 7, and Clyde Lenney, aged 6. "'So you steal" he cries. 'Then
Leonard was the one who planned go in peace. I never exact trbute
't. He forced Clyde to go up to the from a colleague."
counter and get the bills. The news
of the robbery set the town in an up- January Jones, the Nevada m:ner,
roar, and within a short time there has only been in America a few
was almost a run on the bank. years and our prohibition laws still
The locality at the corner of Min excite his w-ssijer.
and Furnace streets, where the insti- "I have visited a good many of
tut:on is located, was packed with your prohibition states," he said the
people, and it required the assist- other day in Philadelphia, "and it
ance of policemen to clear it. The seems to me that people drink there
youngsters had planned their raid just the same as in London or Paris
with shrewdness. On, one street or Nevada. I don't bekieve prohibi-
there are two windows leading into
the basement. Orie is grated and the
other is not. The windows are not
more than a foot and a half high,
and through the ungrated one they
entered. They then ascended the flask of whisky.
basement stairs to the first floor and "'A pint flask of whisky, please,'
he said, going up and down the aisle
with inquiring looks to left and
right. 'Who will lend me a pint
flask of whisky"
The audience was a large one, but
there was no reply.
"'What is this?' said the Conjuror.
•Surely in a prohibition town I don't
need to ask twice for a pint flask of
whisky?'
"Then after a moment of silence.
a dignified man in black arose and
said:
"'Stranger, would a quart flask do
as well?'
"'Sure,' said the conjuror.
"Thereupon, as one man, the au-
Aience rose, a quart flask of whisky
extended in each and every right
hand."
Eugene Cowles saved two women
bathers from drowning last month in
Lake Nfemphremagog. In making
tit's rescue Cowles bruised his arm—
it struck a rock as he dived in. Point-
ing to the braise the other day the
actor said:
"When I got that bruise I felt
like a young Chicagoan named LI-
tledale. who played with me in ama-
teur theatricals in my early youth.
"Littledale, in one of our shows,
had to leap into a river in order to
escape from a wild beast.
"The stage was so arranged that
the river was invisible. Littledale was
to leap and disappear, striking a soft
mattress in the wings, and at the
same time a rock was to be dropped
in a tub of water to create a splash.
"But, though the leap worked all
right in reahearsal, on the night of
the performance it went wrong.
There was neither mattress nor tub
there. When poor Littledale jump-
ed he fell eigh feet and landed on
the oaken floor with a crash loud
enough to wake the dead, and there
was no splashing water to drown the
crash, by Jove!
"The audience, expecting to hear a
splash, and hearing instead elle thun-
derous impact of Littledale's bones
on the oak, set up a titter. But the
heroic Littledale, equal to the occas-
ion, silenced them.
"Heavens!' he shouted from be-
low, 'the water's frozen.'
"The punishers of dishonesty, the
exposure of fraud, the reformers,"
said District Attorney Jerome at a
dinner, "have an ungrateful task.
"A good old man was accosted in
the suburbs by a robust chap of 35
or so, who said in a husky voice:
"'Kin ye gimme a little help, part-
ner? The price of a cup o' coffee and
a roll? I'm paralyzed in both hands
and can't work.'
"Suspecting the fellow to be an
imposter, the old gentleman said:
"'I'm deaf; I don't hear you. Write
what you have to say. Here is a
pencil and an old envelope.'
'The beggar thought intently. He
muttered to himself:
"'Write with paralyzed hands! It
ain't possible. But he's deef and
didn't hear me. I'll chuck a differ-
ent bluff.'
"So then he wrote with slow pains:
"Am destoot with six children star-
ven at hum crine for bred please
help for the love of heaven.
"The old man read this note and
smiled. Then his brow darkened and
he cried-in a loud voice: .
"'You villainous impcieterl
thought you had paralysis and could-
n't grasp anything.'
"'Didn't ye say ye as deef?' he
gasped,
t 
"'Yes, in order to r.d ost l you
EDGAR CC, WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
AILDUICAH REAL EST:1 ' WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAST
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LOT
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
lIEDG R W. WallTTEMOR.L. Paducah, 1.
were deceorr.g ma.'
"'Weil; cried the beggar in a tone
of righteous indignation, 'of all the
bloomin' fraads I ever seen you're
the biggest! The idea of your pre-
tend n' to be deef and tryos' to im-
pose on a poor feller wot—'
"And here, his feelings overcom-
ing him, the main raised his paralyz-
ed hand and gave the aged reformer
a box on the ear. Then he made off
on a run."
Pink milk, fresh from the cow, or-
namented Dr. Leonard Pearson's
desk.
"A rare hue for milk to have," sald
the physician, who is the head of the
veterinary department of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. "The color is
caused by the presence of a pink m -
crobe."
He held the glass to the light.
"This pink milk," he said, "tastes
well and is as nourishing as the nor-
mal white sort. The cow that yield-
ed it has just come in. Her disease
is a rare one and we are going to
study it carefully.-
"Will you cure the cow of yielding
pink milk?"
"I hope so."
"You are not sure?"
"We can be sure of nothing in this
world. We can be sure of nothing—
unless we adopt the methods of a cer-
tain eastern patent medicine concern.
"This concern guaranteed in its
advertisements to refutd your money
if its remedy did not cure you.
'A cadaverous man visited its
main office one day.
"You promise,' he said to the man-
ager, "to refund the money in case
your medicine doesn't effect a cure,
don't you?'
"'We do; we certainly do,' the
manager replied.
"'Well, I've been taking your
remedy for four years now and I'm
not cured yet,' said the emaciated
man.
"The manager beamed on him and
laid an encouraging hand on his
bony shoulder.
" 'Keep on, my dear sir,' he said,
'and if our remedy finally fails we
will refund the entire sum expended
to your executors on presentation of
the proper proof.'"
A. J. Cassatt, the president of the
Pennsylvania railroad, is an amateur
farmer of great excellence.
Mr. Cassatt praised the other day
the fine year that farmers generally
had had. Then, with an annoyed
laugh, he said:
"But I have a neighbor near
Chesterbrook, an incorrigible pessi-
mist, whom I can't get to acknowl-
edge a good season ever.
"M'eeting this old man on the road
the other day, I stopped and said:
"'We farmers have had a good
year this time, Henry, eh?'
"'Oh, nuthin' out of the ordinary,'
the old fellow grumbled.
"'Henry,' I said, 'you are always
finding fault. This year, though, I
don't believe you can give me a sin-
gle good reason for complaint.'
"'Can't, can't I?' he snarled. 'How
about %piled hay? There won't be
nary a hit for the young calves.'"
Turned the Laugh on Himself.
(Cleveland Leader.)
"Bronson tried to play a joke on
his wife."
"What did he do?"'
"Got -home a little earlier than us-
ual, and told the servant to tell his
wife that a gentleman was waiting to
see her in the drawing room."
"What happened?"
"She spent two hours primping be-
fore she came down and he had to
go to a restaurant for his dinner."
A Sauer Kraut Mine.
(Chicago Tribtme.)
Phoileppeville, in Algiers, is deter-
mined to keep up the reputation for
always providing something new.
Only a short time ago a winged tor-
toise was reported to have been dis-
covered there; next came an account
of a "carnivorous stone," whatever
that may be. The next marvel is a
mine of sauerkraut, discovered by
workmen while digging. It was be-
neath a small hillock and was a com-
pressed mass of vegetable matter,
mostly cabbages, with the smell and
taste of sauerkraut, but preserving
the natural color. When the report
left the workmen had laid bate t*en-




DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
too NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8 to so 10. Ea., a Is 3




Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 35.
Paducah, Kamincky.
W. lake Olivet. Geo. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 514 Fraternity Building.
New Phone xii.. Old Phone 303.
—When in Want of—
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blac kami th-
Mg Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
3s9 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.




Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
_






Office phone 25t, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
IN STARRY SILENCE.
If death be sleep that's endless—
faith, we have naught to fear!
But God will make a heaven for the
souls that suffered here.
They shall know that they're at
rest
From a stormy life noblest,
Or fade in starry slence, where no
kneen thorns wound the breast.
If the edict of the Master shell be
the endless sleep,
In the nnreplying shadows, why,
then, let sleep be deep!
Deep in the deist and dew,
With not one dream of view,
The earth your couch of quiet, calm
skies to garland you?
Be it life or sleep—what matter, if
we reach a gormless shore,
Where the ships are safely sheltered
—where the billows beat no
more?
When the life has left the lest—
Witten the harvest is in sheaf,
The seal of God's own silence or His
glory for our grieft
roc a Week for The Reslow. —Atlanta .Constitgtion.
EXCURSIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-hand
*StoN2es etqd
Flirr2itUre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
21g-220 Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Frausioli,
Moving wagon in connection.
AN1 MAN MAY
create an estate in an hour that would
require a tong life to earn otherwise,
by protecting his life in the North-






Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.





Rooms r, a and 3 Register Build-
ing. 5,33 r-a Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Four Cents a Pound
‘)
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT- -•
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DL




tress Renovating and Fine Repair-
ing, We store, pack and ship fur-
niture on short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO..
ers to 210 South Third street.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAIO











Rooms so, ix and Is, C0111Mbill Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
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What is Christian Citizenship
A Prodigious Power That is Now Being Thrown Away.
Christianity and Its Failures Reviewed.
• (Collier's Weekly.)
Is there such a thing as Christian gal right) to ask the question, it is
citizenship? No, but it could be cre-
ated.
If 'Christians would vote their duty
to God at the polls, they would carry
every election, and do it with ease.
They would erect every clean candi-
date in the United States, and defeat
every soiled one. Their prodigious
power would be quickly realized and
recognized, And afterward there
would be no unclean candidates upon
any ticket, and graft woukl cease. No
church organization can be found in
the country that would elect men of
foul character to be its shepherd, its
treasurer, and superintendent of the
Sunday school. It would be revolted
at the idea; it would consider such
an election an insult to God. Yet
every Christian congregation in the
country elects foul men to publ:c of-
fice, while quite aware that this is
also an open insult to God, who can-
not approve and does not approve
the placing of the libertines and the
well being of his Children in the hands
of infamous men. It is the Christ:an
congregations that are responsible for
the filling of our public offices with
criminals, for the reason that they
could prevent it if grey chose to do
it. They could prevent it without or-
ganizing a league, without framing a
platform, without making any speech-
es/or passing any resolution—in a
word without concert of any kind.
They could accomplish it by each in-
dividual resolving to vote for God at
the polls—that is to say, vote for the
candidate whom God would approve.
Can a man imagine God be-mg a Re-
• publican or a Democrat, and voting
for a criminal or blackguard merely
•secause their party loyalty required
....VOL? Than can we imagine that a man
can Improve upon God's attitude in
•• this matter, and by the help of pro-
4 fessional politicians invent a better
policy? God has no politics but clean-
liness and honesty, and it is good
enough for men.
A man's second duty is to his fam-
ily. There was a time when a clergy-
man's duty to his family required him
to be his congregation's political slave
and vote hs congregation's ticket in
order to safeguard the food and shel-
ter of his wife and children. But that
time has gone by. We have the secret
ballot now, and a clergyman can vote
for God. He can also plead with his
congregation to do the like.
Perhaps. We cannot be sure. The
'iongregation would probably inquire
whom he was going to vote 1,or; and
if he stood upon his manhMid and
answered that they had no Chriatian
• 1k right (which is the same as saxing
no moral right, and, of course, no le-
6.
conceivable—not to say certain—that
they would dismiss him, and be much
offended at his proposing to be a man
as well as a clergyman.
Still, there are clergymen who are
so situated as to be able to make the
experiment. It would be worth while
to try it. If the Christians of Amer-
ica could be persuaded to vote God
and a clean ticket, it would bring
about a short revolution that would
be incalculably beneficent. It would
save the country—a country whose
Christians have destroyed it and are
destroying it.
The Christians of Connecticut sent
Bulkeley to the senate. They sent to
the legislature the men who elected
him. These two crimes they could
have prevented; they did not do
and upon them rest the shame and
responsibility. Only one clergyman
remembered h s Christian morals and
his duty to God, and stood bravely by
both. M. Smythe is probably an out-
cast now, but such a man as that can
endure ostracism, and such a man as
that is likely to possess the treasure
of a family that can endure it with
him, and be proud of it. Oh, kiss the
hem of his garment!
Four years ago Greater New York
had four tickets in the fie!d; one clean
and the other &try, with a single ex-
ception. One half of the Christians
voted for that foul ticket and against
God and the Christian code of mor-
als, putting loyalty to party above
loyalty to God and an honorable cit-
ieznship, and they came within a frac-
tion of electing it; whereas, if they
stood by their professed morals, they
would have buried it ought of sight.
Christianity was on trial then, and is
on trial now. And nothing import-
ant is on trial except Christianity.
It was on trial in Philadelphia, and
failed; in Pennsylvania, and failed; in
Rhode Island and failed; in Connecti-
cut, and failed; in New York, and
failed; in Delaware and failed; in
every town and county and state, and
was recreant to its trust; it has effu-
sively busied itself with the small
matters of charity and benevolence;
and has looked on indifferently while
its country was sinking lower and
lower ;r1 repute, and drifting still
farther toward moral destruction. It
is the one force that can save, and it
sits with folded hands. In Greater
New York it will presently have an
opportunity to elect or defeat some
straight, clean, honest man of the
sterling Jerome stamp, and some of
the Tammany kind. The Christian
vote—and the Christian vote alone—
will decide the contest. It, and it
alone, is master of the situation, and
lord of the result.
- SALOON OPEN
THE CHARGE FOR WHICH
WILL GRAY WAS AR-
RESTED.
Bony Jones. Colored, Held to Grand
Jury For Stealing Cap From
Wallersteins.
Another alleged 'Sabbath violation
has come up, and this time Will
Gray, the South Foarth street saloon-
ist is charged with having kept his
grogshop open last Sandaay. Yes-
terday morning he was arraigned be-
fore Judge Sanders in the police court
and given a continuance untll next
Saturday. It is claimed he sold a lot
of whiskey and beer to 'Pisan from
Vkitioodville named Owen. The latter
took it behind the law offices on Le-
gal Row, and there he and a party of
friends partook of the beverage.
Until next Saturday was continued
the matter charging Sam Gold, color-
ed, with stealing coal from the city's
electric light plant where he was
employed.
riony Jones, the negro who stole
the cap at Wallersitein's, was held
to the grand) jury, in pleadingk gu•Ity
to the charge.
A fine of $5 was given Ernest Os-
borne for a breach of the peace.
There was dismissed the breach of
the peace warrant against George
Hardeson.
Sardis 'Hart and John Givens were
given a continuance until tomorrow
of the breach of the peace charge
against him.
Frauzer Keiser was fined Silo for
wring profane language. while Dian




many fools there are in the world!
Pliikatopher—Yes, and there's al-
ways one more than we think.
BOOK LIST
MISS CORBETT NOW GETTING
ONE UP FOR THE
BOARD.
President Bagby Will Call the Trus-
tees Into Meeting When Things
are Ready
President E. W. Rigby, of the Car
negie library board of trustees, re-
turned Sunday front Rushville, Ill.,
and yesterday said that he woukl call
a meeting of the board just as soon
as Miss Rubye Corbett, the assistant
librarian, finished getting up the list
w•t new books the body is to order
from the supply houses for instals-
tion among the balance of the vol-
umes already at the institution. There
are something like Roo new books to
be purchased, and the assistant li-
brarian is now working upon the list
and will have it in shape sometime
this week or next. The board then
gathers to go over the schedule and
when it is approved the new ones will
be ordered forwarded. It will take
!several weeks to get them here.
The board should have held its reg-
ular session last Tuesday evening,
as that was the stated time for the
monthly gathering, the first Tuesday,
but as there is nothing of great urg-
ency demanding an immediate as-
sembly, the president will await coin-
pletion of the book list.
When. the meeting is called a new
janitor will be employed to take the
place of Mr. Gleason, who is too old
and infirm to properly dischirge the
duties withent injury to his health.
Can't Please All.
"It's a funny world."
"Well?"
"Some say Japan displayed great
mannanimity."
"Yes."
"And others claim t was a pusil-
lanimous backdown."
Be Sure to Buy the Celebrated
SELL CHARLESTON SCHOOL MONEY
High Life Flour
Ask Your Grocer For It.




Referee Bagby Returned Sunday from
Rushville, Ill.—Discharges Re-
ceived for Bankrupts.
Tomorrow Morning at to o'clock
Deputy U. S. Marshal George Saun-
ders will offer for sale to the high-
est and best bidder the steamer
Charleston, whic his moored at the
foot of Ohio street. The boat is own
ed by Captain J. B. Smith and Mr.
Eaton, latter of Mt. Vernon, Ind.,
and libels to date against her amount
to something like $1,450. Yesterday
hisfore Clerk John Puryear, of the
federal court, were filed two more
suits, one for $10 which Doc Roberts
claims is due him for services as
clerk aboard the craft, while the oth-
er is for $15 worth of supplies furn-
ished by a concern. The sale is
made on order of the United States
court so the parties holding claims
agjainst the steamer can be paid their
debts. The sale is made on terms
of one-half cash and the remainder
on three months time, with approved
security.
Referee Returned.
Referee E. W. Bagby, of the Unit-
ed States bankrupt court, returned
Sunday from Rushville. Ill., where
he was called by the illness of his
aunt, Mrs. Mary Bagby, who is very
aged and in a serious condition. He
left her resting well, but may have
t) return there as the doctors have
little hope frs-a• the lady.
Bankrupts Discharged.
Clerk John Puryear yesterday
morning received from. Judge' Walter
Evans, of the federal court at Louis-
vilk, discharges in bankruptcy for
the following parties: James T. Nich
olson, Symsonia, Thomas H. Mohun-
dre, Mayfield, Charles W. Brown,
Paducah, George L. Knowles, Padu-
cah, Ed H. Vsrikson, Paducah. The
following discharges were received iii
which the cases were not closed:
William A. Young, Paducah, and
Frank B. Smith, Mayfield road.
Meditations of a Spinster.
When a man looks as if he would-
n't flirt, it is a sign that he is wait-
ing for a chance.
A woman may be a puzzle, but
when she is in love she is even a
problem to herseW.
All clocks are fast when love is
the guest.
Speechlessness is a sign that the
love is a deep and true one.
.No girl can help admiring a man
who successfully achieves a kiss at
the riskiest possible moment.
Wonderful Woman.
"She's a remarkable woman. She
was married at fourteen."
"Nothing so remarkable about
that."
"No; but she never imparts the in-
formation to new acquaintances.'
What He Wanted.
"What did he want?" asked the
sergeant after the deaf-mute had de-
parted
"He was anxious to know," the cap-
tain replied, "whether he could have
his wife put in a straight-jacket to
keep her from continually talking."
CAPT. PATTERSON WILL GET
UP THE ACCOUNT
SHORTLY
Trustees Contend Money Is Due
Them and if Necessary Will
Sue for It.
Work of getting up the account of
back city taxes and police court fines
and forfeiturifs, due the school board
of here frcin the municipality, will
be started just as soon as Captain
W. H. Patterson, the former city
clerk, gets off the petit jury in the
circuit court, where he is serving and
has to remain until the last of next
week. He has agreed 'to get up the
account for the school trustees who
will present same to the city legisla-
tive authorities, and then if the lat-
ter refuse to pay amount suit will be
brought., for collection.
The school board each year gets
:o much out of total tax collect-
ed by the city, for maintenance of the
educational department of the mu-
nicipality. The trustees claim they
sre entitled to their percentage of
the back taxes, which are those taxes
that the property owners do not pay
until long. after due, and on which
they have to pay a penalty when the
collections are finally made. The leg-
i-lative officers of the city contend
that the schools are not entitled to
any of these back taxes, therefore
no allowances have ever been made
out of same for the scholastic institu-
tions of the city.
Tire schoe4 board is determined in
their contention, and had Chairman
Morrison, of the appointed commit-
tee, to confer with Hendrick, Miller
8! Marble, the attorneys, and get their
opinion of the circumstances. The
lawyers state the sum can be collect-
ed by the school board from the city.
Now the school trustees have in-
structed Is*. Morrison to employ
former City Clerk Patterson, who is
familiar with all the records, to get
U? a statement for five years back,
by going over the books, and see
what portion of the taxes the police
court fines and forfeitures the schools
are entitled to. Mr. Patterson thinks
he can get the figures up in a week
or •ten days and will start on the
work immediately upon being relieved
from service on the petit jury. If
the account is rejected on being pre-
sented the legislative authorities, suit
for collection will be instituted.
GYPo7 Woman Buried.
Yesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock
the remains of the Gypsy woman,
Mks. Eliza !Allier, were buried at Oak
Grove cemetery, following the funeral
services that weft held at the camp
of the tribe out about the Gip Hus-
bands farm just beyond Mechanics
burg. .'• r.a
The Young Father.
Their touring cars he envies none,
Contented in a happy marriage,
He fares abroad when day is done,
The chauffeurs of a baby carriage.
Vile Slander.
City Nephew—Well, I see that
Senator Smoothguy is now charged
with nepotism.
Uncle Jonas—I don't believe he's
guilty of no such thing. He's a good
man in the main. All he's never done
wuz to put his relations in offis, noth-
in' sense
Announcement"
I BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT I
• HAVE MOVED MY OPTICAL
PARLORS TO fog BROADWAY,
GROUND FLOOR, WHERE I
WILL HAVE ONE OF THE
HANDSOMEST AND BEST
EQUIPPED OPTICAL PARLORS
IN THE STATE. ONLY EXCLU-
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North Bound. No. ioa No. 104
Leave New Orleans  7:10 VIM 9:15 a.m.
Leave Memphis  6:5o a.m. 8:5o p.m.
Leave Jackson, Tenn  . 10:10 p.m,
Leave Rives  9:42 a.m it :58 p.m.
Leave Gibbs  9:48 a.m 9:15 pm,
Leave Fulton  to:zo a.m. 12:35 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  25:20 a.m. 1:43 a.m.
Leave Paducah  22:25 a.m. 2:48 a.m.
Arrive Princeton  12:39 p.m. 3:03 a.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville  3:50 p.m. 4
Arrive Evansville  6:25 p.m. 
9:40 am.5 im  I
Arrive Nortonville  1:28 p.m. 3:51 a.m. 1o:35aon.
Anrive Central City  2:05 p.m. 4
Arrive Horse Branch  3.-no 
p..m. 1 5;310 a.m. Is :3oa. m.3 i
12:55p.m.
Arrive Owensboro 4:55 p.m. 8:55 a.m.
Arrive Louisville  5:35 Pm- I 7:50 a.m. 4:5513.m.









No. 306. No. 374.
Lv. Paducah.... 22:4op.m. 4:20p.m.
A. Carbondale.. 4:25p.m. 8 :40P.rn •
Ar. Chicago  5:3oa.1. 8:05atin.
Ar. St. Louis. . .  8:05p.511 . 7:08a.m.
DIVISION.
(South Bound.)
No. 305. No. 375.
Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m. 9r40p.m.
Lv. 2:50a.rn. 6 :2op.m.
Lv. Carbontla be . it :4oa.m. 7 :o5a.m.
Ar. Paducah.... 3:35p.m. ir:ooasa.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
(North Bound.) (South Bound.)
to1-8ot 135-835 122-822 136-836
Lv. Hopkinsville it :2oaan. 6:40aan. Lv. 6:20p.m. 9:45a.m.
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.m. 7:45a.m. Lv. St. Louis .. 9:40p.m. 2:15p.m.
Ar. Paducah.... 4:13p.m. 9:25a.m. Lv. Cairo  6 :ooa.rn. 6 :sop.m.
Lv. Paducah.... 7 :oop.m. si:3oa.rn. Ar. Paducah  7 :45a.m. 8 :ppm.
Ar. Cairo  8.35P.m. 11:102.m. Lv. Paducah . . . . 7 :5oa.m. 8 : 25p.m.
Ar. St. Louis  7 :O&I.M. 5:00p.m. Ar. Princeton .. 9:29a.m. 9:50pan.
Ar. Chicago  8:o5a.m. 9:30p.m. Ar. Hopkinsville  :oop.m.
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and io4 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains sot and 102 sleepers between Louisville,
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducab, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
• JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper:
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO TVE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
1FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
IRAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
IROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY *ic PER SINGLE ROLL,
IOR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
!DESIGN& ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, pc, 15C, 20CAND UP TO $5.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NZLL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY .CONVIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. Will ALSO CARRY A FULL Luiz
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
I GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C. LEE
Crner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
13o SOUTH THIRD ST PADUCAH. kl4
MAITIL, Erma & co.
 einitaansta, 0141•-• sir 1
Thompsorils
Rose Nicotine
KILLS INSECTS ON FLOWERS,
PLANTS, FRUITS, TREES, VEG-
ETABLES, HUMAN BODY, DOGS,
CATS, ALSO ANTS, ROACHES,
OR ANY HOUSE BUGS OF VER-
MIN. GUARANTEED -TO BE
THE MOST POWERFUL INSECT
AND PARASITE DESTROYER
KNOWN.
PRICE IOC, 25C, and 5oc.
FUMIGATORS 25C.
Being Demonstrated This Week at
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. x80.
Coo Oh and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Tuesday Morning, Sept. 12, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
4
The Kentucky Realty Co., 108 Fra-
ternity Siiilding. Old phone 851.
—The doctors are busy vaccinating
the many school chilslren who have
not been successfully vaccinated here-
tofore.'"They cannot enter school un-
til this is done, 114 there is quite a
numbet of them.
—Mr. and Mrs. James ArnOld, of
Soutii-tbittit street, have a new son
that arrived yesterday.
—The Lotinville Courier-Journal
says that iffIsii-JtiRa Penn is to again
enter the- Catholic convent at Terre
Haute. She is well known here
where shl viaited.
—The traveling men's carnival club
held a incetinx last nght and consid-
ered a number of festival question,
before them.
—Miss Clara Miller has resigned
her place as stenographer for the old
telephone company and taken a place
with the Relmokf Saddle company.
She is succeeded by Miss Clyde John-
son.
—Mr. Thomas Glenn and wife, of
Ninth and Clark streets, have a new
boy baby.
—At 4 o'clock Feday afternoon
the Friends" society of Graces Epis-
copal church meets with Mrs. Emma
Clark of West Jefferson street.
Call for the "Blue School Lists"
at Harbour's Book Dept.
—Last night was the first night of
the moving pictures alone at The Ca-
sino in Wallace park, and a good
crowd was there, considering the ehil-
lines; of the weather. The stock
company closed Saturday night and
all the members have about left the
city.
—Predictions for today are warm-
er temperature and probable show-
ers.
--Ben Gerald, Will Stewart, Ed
Gray and Tom Terry, colored, were
locked up this morning at I o'clock
by Officers Terrell and Cross who
fount them sleeping in a wagon
down about the warehouse at First
and Jefferson.
- —Michael Brothers yesterday
morning found on opening their es-
tablishment at Second and Broadway
that sometime since closing hour Sat-
..Ali-city night thieves had prized open
the iron. bars covering their back
windows opening esn the rear alley.
smashed the glass pane and effected
an entrance. Getting inside they
stole $25 from the cash drawer, a fine
shotgun and many "hells.
Cheese.
hat Feceived the following cheese,
'•nice, pd kesh: Pineapple, imported
SOO, domestic 'Swiss, Riotineford,
P,rick, Limberger ,and McLaren's
, cheese; also Malaga grapes, fine
peaches, plums and basket grapes, all
line fruit. Jake Biederman Grocery
and Baking Co. Seventh street
Lemon Chill Tonic'
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES.
FILES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE MAYFIELD WON
Hon. John K. Hendrick has gone
to Smithland to , attend circuit
court.
Capt. Edward Woolf olk returned
last night from Benton.
Mr. 'Henry Gockel has gone to
Dawson to sojourn for a few days.
Mr. William Bryant left yesterday
for a trip down the N. C. and St. L.
railroad.
MT. Milton Sandhez returned yes-
terday from a Southern drumming
trip.'
Mr. J. Major White, the dry goods
drummer, is in the city from New
York, out of which place he now
travels.
Mkt. Joseph Rothschild has returned
from a trip through the state.
Mr. Clay Lemon, of Mayfield, ar-
rived in the city yesterday at noon.
Mattr'ce NaSh, 'of Louisville, is
in the city for a few days.
Mrs. Sims and Mrs. Smedley and
child, of Fort Smith, Ark., have re-
turned home after visiting Capt. and
Mrs. J. M. Hart, of South Fifth
street.
Mr. and MTS. H. C. Jarvis have
returned from a visit to St. Louis
and Chicago.
Mr. W. L. Wilkerson is in Dawson
for a visit.
l'vfir. Walker Bowman, of Owens-
boro, is in the city on business. He
is the liquor dealer formerly of here
and is being cordially greeted by his
old friend's.
Mr. Buck Mount returned last
night to his home in Ecklyville after
a trip here.
!Mir. G. H. Grace, of Chicago, was
in the city yesterday. 'He is super-
Ontenden't of telegraph for the I. C.
and The Postal company.
Mr. Stokes Payne and Editor
White of LaCenter, were in the city
yesterday.
' Miss Edith Troutman has gone to
visit in Evansville.
Mrs. W. S. Elfthorpe has returned
from visiting in Eldorado, Kan., and
St. Louis.
Mir. Herbert Pryor and wife have
gone to Dawson.
Mrs. Kirk Barry has returned from
visiting in Fulton.
Mr. Sherman Phillips, wife and grl
are at Dawson Springs.
Mrs. Will V. Green has gone to
Union City, Tenn., for a visit.
Mrs. Gilts Edwards has gone to
'Barad Whs.' Ky., to vial relatives.
Mr. tieorge Jewett returned from
hfayfeld yesterday.
Mist Marne Barthian% returned
ymeasty ficid erday from spending Sunday at
Dr. 1. S. Howell returned to Lam-




Lawyer Charles Grassham went to
Smithland yesterday. •
Mrs. Birdie Campbell will return
Thursday from Lotisville, where
specialists operated on the ear of her
boy Johnnie.
Mr. Campbel! .1arvis has returned
from Chicago and other points.
Mr. R. W. Miller went to Prince-
ton yesterday to visit.
Mr. John G. Miller, Jr., returned
Sunday to Dartv'lle, Ky., to re-enter
college.
Mr. Z. C. Graham returned yester-
day from Fulton where he went Sun-
day.
Mrs. Henry Baker and Mr. and
Mrs. J. S. Baker have gone to Port-
/and, Oregon.
Mrs. J. T. Anderson and childeen
have returned from Dixon Springs
and Nashville.
Mr. Robert Hailey has returtril
from visiting in Chicago for three
weeks. ,
Mrs. W. F. Wilcox has returned
from rsiting in St. Louis and Kansas.
AILING PARTIES.
is Rieke Out After Siege With
Fever—Rock Boy Hurt.
Mr. Louis Rieke is out after a
weeks attack of malara. 'and goes to
Dawson in a few days to recuperate.
Mrs. A. J. Decker is confined
their home with a severe attack
bay fever.
Mrs. Mary Trait of 629 Tennessee
street, got a fighbone caught in -her
throat yesterday, but doctors quick-
ly extricated same.
Ferdinand Weisz, of Price's floating
palace, was dtscharged yesterday
from Riverside hospital where be has
been with typhoid fever.
Carl, the son of Mr. John Rock, of
North Sixth, is suffering from a pain-
ful gash .on his head, caused by An-
other lad throwing and litting him
yesterday with a rock at the Long-
fellow school.
at
Some months ago Browning was de-
clared insane and removed to an
astyhim, but the phys'cians at the in-
stitution found that his apparent de-
mentia was the result of the abscess
pressing on his brain, and 'he was re-
leased." '
TOOK THREE GAMES FROM
NASHVILLE BASE BALL
CLUB.
L. A. L. Team of This City Ignornin4
iously Defeated at Mound City
Sunday.
At Mayfield Sunday the last of the
series of three games were played be-
tween the team of that place and the
club sent out over the country by the
Nashville (Tenn.) American, a news-
paper published in the city bearing
that name. Mayfield wen all three
games, the score Sunday being 5 to
4 in favor of the boys of Graves
county's capitol. Eddie Taylor, for-
merly of the Paducah K. I. T. team,
'caught for the Mayfield' lads, wible
,South did some pitching. The latter
!came back here Sunday night, and
yesterday morning went on to Frank-
fort
.
 where he resides.
Our Boys Lost,
Mlound City, with Eckstone, the ex-
Cairo twirler in the box, won easily
from the L. A. L. at that place Sun-
day afternoon, by the score of it to
r. Eckstone struck out fourteen of
the L. A. L. batters and apparently
had them hypnotized in the•field, as
there was twelve gla.ring misplays
chalked up against them when the
game was finished. Dicke though
sick, went the box for the L. A.
L. and was compelled to retire in the
fifth, in favor of Will Block, who
fared a little better at the hands of
Mound City.
The largest crowd of the season
was in attendance, and were very
well plased at the result. although a
one-sided game. The Mound City
management placed great stress on
result of the game, in fact, so much
so, that they presented Eckstone
with a gold watch after winning the
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED—Office boy by Dr. Jeff
Robertson.
FOR SALE—Good Ames runabout
and harness. Neply to H. H. Lov-
ing.
WANTED—White cook; good
home and liberal wages. Apply 327
South Fourth street.
it
FOR SALE— New coal burner, a
Majestic, only used six months,
cheap. Apply 706 Broadway.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms for
gentlemen within 3 blocks of Fourth
and Broadway. Old phone, 613-4
FOR RENT—A store house and
'residence above, at 1103 South Third
'street. Apply at 705 Kentucky
avenue.
WANTED—A position as sales
Irciy or trimmer, with experience in
millinery or department store. Have
becn in Cincinnati four weeks study-
ing the styles. Will work reason-
able. Apply at acit South Fourth.
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of huibding on corner Third
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms ors
first floor suitable for business of-
fice at very reasonable prices. H.
.M.arnmen, Jr.
•game.
The L. A. L. will play an out-of- Mrs. Sallie Derrington, of Graves
town team, at the park next Sunday. county, is in the city for a visit to
• her son, Mr. A. M. Derrington, and
Paducahans Won, other relatives.
Sunday afternoon at Wallace park Mrs. Derrington is. 94 years of age
the LaCenter team by a score of 5 to
the 19o5 club of this city won fromiand is -wen prIeserved and enjoys
good health. She lives all alone
2. It was an excellent exhibition • near Mayfield, does all her house-
of amateur ball and enjoyed by a' hold work and is very spry for one
large crowd of her age. As an evidence of her
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven' rooms, large recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
one buildings,d 'th shade
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 630.
EXCELLENT LADY.
MAL Derrington Is Ninety-four but
Still in Fine Health.
Browning Dead.
'Dispatches from' Lowsville yester-
day stated as follows -regarding Pete
Browning, one of the best known ball
players of the world;
"Louis Rogers Browning, better
WERE TORTURED WITH FIREknown to the baseball world as
"Pete" Browning, died YesterchY at Illinois Men, Cictims of Thieves, inthe City Hospital, death resulting
from an abscess which formed his




Dan Brouthers, Tom Ramsey ,,
yeart he; led siti sought to make them reveal the hid-
professional ball players as a batter.ing place of treasure they thought
concealed in the house, Andrew andand his eccentricities madt him fa-,
mons wherever baseball was played.'John Fohren, old and wealthy farm-
ers living near Spring Lake, twelve
miles north of here, are in a serienrs
condition, and it is feared that the
shock and injuries may prove fatal
to Andrew. the elder of the two
brothers. The robbers secured $3oo
LOUISVILLE BANK TO REOPEN
excellent state of preservation, she
drove here overland Sunday in a car-
riage without being fatigued. She is
one of the best known ladies of that
county and has many friends here.
Critical Condition.
Heart Disease Killed.
Word has reached here that last
Friday at Oxford, Miss., Mrs. G. W
Buffalo died suckbenly of heart trou-
ble. She was the mother of Mrs.
Edward Overstreet, the wife of flit
former manager here of The F'ost41
telegraph company, who is now lo-
cated at Memphis.
Child Expired.
Willie Jones, aged 4 months, died
of malarial fever Sunday at Tyler
and was buried yesterday at Oakland
cemetery.
Buy your school books and sup-
rho early at Harbour's Book Dept.
C. L. Brunson & Co., 423 Broad-
oay, has just received from France,
new designs in metal wreaths, crosses
and anchors for cemetery use. Will
last indefinitely.
Mrs. Dorian's private school will
open September to
Miss L. V. Shaw, teacher of piano,
mandolin, guitar, voice culture, con-
servatory methods. Studio 519
North Th rteenth street.
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside', osteopath,
6og I-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434
and New 76s.
Lotnivitle, Ky., Sept. ti.—Final ar-
rangements have been made to re-
open the Western National bank of
Louisville on Oct. 1, probably undtr
a new name. Two-thirds of the
stockholders voluntarily assessed
themselves Sj 1-3 per cant of the cap
it al stock, giving the bank $25o,000
of new cash. All the written off pa-
Per colketed will go to the surplus
account.
Word About Factory.
?deists Raisin and Carroll warn not
heard from yesteitay as to whether
their associate caPinal:sts confirmed
the ten days option those two gave to
Paducabans for location here of the
steel wheel factory. Word is expect-
ed any moment, ahd then the local
people will arrange to subscribe -for
the $1o,000 worth of bonds.
TAXPAYERS' NOTICE.
Paducah, Ky., September a, 1905.
You are heteby notified that all
persons owning, or having in their
possession, or under their 'control as
agent, guardian, or committee, exec-
utor, administrator, curabar, trustee,
receiver, commissioner 151. otherwise,
realty', tangible or intangible persons
al property, on the r5th day of Se, 
tembci-, are required on or before tilt'
Good For "That Thirsty feeling"
WHEN YOU'RE THIRSTY, OR HOT, OR PERSPIRING




IT CURES "THAT THIRSTY FEELING" QUICK AS A
WINK.
IF YOU WANT A REFRESHING DRINK OF THE
BEST BEER YOU EVER TASTED, SAY "B E L V E-
DERE" TO THE MAN BEHIND THE BAR.






el The Leading Licensed Pawnbroker of
Paducah.
Money to loan on ail personal valuables, Dia-
monds, Watches, Guns, Pistols, Etc.
Mi BUSI1101111 ark* Confidential.
Bargains in Unredeemed Pledges.
WATCHES AND JEWELRY REPAIRED AT HALF PRICE.








We Write Anything in Insurance




35,t. EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
tz:3o UNTIL 2 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. 13:30 to s.
 411=445mmimmoim4.44%.
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. IIIPBC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE No. aoa.
Isti day of October to give the assess-
or a true and complete list of same,
with true cash value thereof, as of the
15th day of September, under oath,
upon forms to be furnished on appli-
cation by said assessor at his office,
and that all merchants of the city
doing business for themselves or oth-
ers shall in like manner and in addi-
tion thereto, state the highest amount
in value of goods, warts, an mercho
andises owned or kept on hand for
sale by said merchants, during the
threw months next preceding such
15th clay of September.
Rrompt attention to this will save
peoperty owners additional cost.
STEWART DICK. Assessor,
Office Room o, City Ilalk
Approved, D. A. YEISER, Mayor..
FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OT A BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
INCOR.PORATED.
Both 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery
qt" •
•
Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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